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· President of the Edinb\I.Tgh University Film Society, who have been at
theforefrontofthecampaign to retain
· !be theatre:· -He expresSed his disapTHE GEORGE SQUARE The- pointment that the University had still
atre looks likely to continue as notreached- ~fmalandthattheG.S.T .
the University's main enter- was still being considered as a pos·
tainments venue, followmg
a s1'lb.lecandidatefordevelopment. He
·
pointed out that there was, "every
meeting of the University Court indicationduringthewholecampaign
on Monday night.
that there would be a final decision."
He also stated that after meeting the

by Neil Rafferty

Tht< Building, which was . rector and 5enior stud~~~ represen.
.
tatives they had been, disgusted at
co~tdered as a possible sight for the the ap~thy .. of the University Court.
husmessmana~ement~hool,hasn~w Mr Clark did however add that the
been
· developments, "were very much
. placed thrrd on a. hst of
. potential latest
Sights. The refectory~ Bnsto Square : in our favour, although it does have
or three floors of David Hume Tower
holes ,
1
are now seen as preferable to the oop · ·
theatre.
Themainreasonforadelayin
The news has received a eauthe final decision seems to be the
tious welcome from Adam Clark,
.

questionofcosts. AlthoughtheUniversity Court expressed a preference
not to use the G.S.T., it is still awaiting an estimate for the student refectory in Bristo _Square. Although as
. AdamClarkpointsout, "therefectory
option is by far the best as it is not
used
. by any group", if the estimated
costs fpr conversion exceed the
£700,000 quoted for G.S.T., the theaire could, still be in jeopardy.

ingofGeorgeSquareTheatreifitisto
beretainedasanentertairunentsvenue.
He suggeted increased promotion of
ihe theatre as a conference venue as
well as a leading sight for the festival
fringe. He also pointed out that the
theatre loses around £25,000 per
annum, although oiher sources have
put this figure as high as £40,000. He
commented that at this stage the University had based its decision, "on
principal and not on fmancial real-

. .
E.U.S.A. Deputy President
Martin Morrison, \\'ho attended
, Monday's, meeting told Student that
there was, .. a 1ot of ~ympa thYon the
Court committee" for the theatre. He
believed G.S. T. was , "safer" following the latest decision.

ity".

The Univenity issued a statement on Tuesday saying that although
the G.S.T.'sposition was, for the moment, secure, it pointed out that, "if
George Square Theatre is to continue
in its present fQrnl, booking charges,
management and marketing should
be reviewed," and added that the situation should, "be explored enthusiastically as a matter of urgency."

1

Meanwhile, the Film Society
remain concerned over their pro·
gramme fior the rest of the year. Until
the theatres future is fmalised they
cannot confrrm bookings on many of
the 35mm presentations they had
planned According to Adam Clark
Mr. Morrison did however · thiscouldmean, "thousandsofpounds
stress the need to revamp the market- worth of cancellation costs".

The statement also confirmed
that if the refectory proved unworkable as a potential sight then, "the
ground, first and second floors of the
David Hume Tower should be
used ...... with a consequential relocation of several Arts Faculty departments."
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Moonies Threat to Students
by Annette Josephs

A discussion group li~ked to
the controversial Moony religious
movement has been temporarily
barred from using PGSU meeting
rooms. The group, Collegiate
Association of Research Principles (CARP), had already held
four or five meetings when PGSU
members realised that the group
was linked to the Moonies. The
PGSU has still not decided if
CARP will be allowed to use its
meeting rooms in the future.
"They'd already had a few
meetings when a post graduate
discovered that CARP was actually a front for theMoonies,"said
PGSU President Robin Lickley.
"We decided to take a quick opinion poll of about forty members to
decide what action to take.-The
questionnaire that we dist<ibuted
h·ad three options on it: one, we
could ban them; two, let them

meet but make them make it .clear
who they are; or three, just not
bother with it at all. The majority ·
of those polled decided to Jet
CARP's next meeting go on under
the condition that they make it
clear who they are. They held the
meeting and were told afterwards
that it might be better if they .
didn't come back."
"They did come back and tried
to book four or five more meetings,"said Lickley. "We decided
to have a special meeting of te
PGSU Committee to determine
what action to take. We decided
to temporarily suspend them from
using the rooms until we could
find out what te majority ofti)e
union members thought about it."
Lance
Gardiner, a post
graduate, had been booking the
rooms for CARP and came to the
committee meeting to defend the
group. Gard.iner is himself a

member of te Vnification Church
and a follower of Reverend
Moon. Gardiner could not be
reached for comment but was
quoted in last Thursday's Evening
. News as insisting that CARP is
not a student wing of the MooRy
organisation. "The aim of the
group is to research into principles
and values in order to promote
moral and ethical standards of living among students."
According to Lickley, Gardiner
insisted at the special committee
meeting that CARP should be
allowed to exercise their right to
freedom of speech. Gardiner
added that the Unification Church
does not brainwash people but
"spiritually converts"
them.
Gardner's parents are also members of the Unification Church.

Eileen Barker, a professor at
the London School of Economics,
of a
in her book The
The
demonstrators
jeered
Lord
Jen· DURHAM: The Department of Hiskins
and
then
walked
out
as
soon
as
he
tory has sent "scrounging letters" to
its students parents as a new approach had begun his address. The spaker
to its appeal to bolster its library. The was left visibly embarrassed.
letter points out that. "the department
has no other resources on which it can
draw, other than your generousity and CAMBRIDGE: A new group is startyour interest in your sons/daughters ing up for all women who have been
harrassed assaulted and sexually
education"
abused. The group has called itself
LONDON: The newspaper 'London
"Unwanted Sex" and according to orStudent' carried a report this week
stating that too many students were OXFORD: ~er fifty stude~ts dem- ganiser Sarah Oakley it will deal with
living on credit. Their report says that onstr~ted agatnst Lord J~1ns, for- "a huge problem that is totally ignored
.
mer ~UP leader and now Chancellor by the community."
·
h h
theaverageborrowermthe 18-24age f 0 _.. d U ·
. .
o
MOr
ruverstty, w en e arbracket ts m debt of around £540. nv
· ed to address the fitrs t genera1
· The
..They quoted one student who said, ·mee tm.g of the Studen ts uruon.
nowadays it is socially acceptable to demonstration was organised in pro- STRATHCLYDE: The University is
test against the University Appeal. to award Mr. Lech Walesa, President
be overdrawn and living in debt".

Moony that CARP is linked to topical issues. We're not sure if we
·Reverend Moon's Church. "It should treat them as a religious ·
was at Waseda University in group. It's actually a discussion
Japan that the National Student . group."
Movement, later to be renamed
the Collegiate Association of
EUSA, however, is certain that
Research Principles (CARP) was CARP should not be allowed to
founded in 1964. CARP was not use PGSU facilities. "It is our
organised in the United States unwritten policy not to allow any
until 1973 but is now one of the Moony organisation to operate on
main recruiting bodies of the our campus," said Jimmy Quinn
Unification Church in the West," President of EUSA. EUSA, how~
1
ever, has no jurisdiction over the
CARP's meetings focused on PGSU. "It's important to let
topics such as "global warming, people know that this is a front,"
the decline of communism, and said Lickley. "When people see a
marriage," said Lickley. "I sign that says that a group called
believe that the last meeting was CARP is having a discussion
not very well attended." "The meeting, they should know what
members of the PGSU need to they're actually looking at. We
decide ifthe·g roup istheevil force welcome the opinion of postthat the media say they are," said graduates or anyone else on this
Lickley. "We've never had any matter.
controversial group try to use the
The date of the final meeting to
room ad there is no precedent for decide if CARP will be allowed to
banning a group. Maybe it's all use the PGSU rooms has not been
right if they just want to discuss set.
of the independent Polish trade union
Solidarity, with the honoray award of
Doctor of the University. Mr. Walesa
will be visiting Glasgow later in the
year to accept the degree.

privelege, I don't know if they are
academically free, but I certainly shall
.be."

BRISTOL: Today, at their AGM,"
a contentious proposal will be forwarded by the President and VicePresident of the Bristol University
.
Students' Union. If passed , the
NEWCASTLE: Controversy has proposal could jeopardise the
flared up after the appointment ofMrs future of Bacu.s, the Bristol stuThatcher's press secretary, Bemard dent newspaper.
Bacus, a free newspaper with a
Ingham, to the Department of Politics. Senior Lecturers have claimEd circulation of 5,000 to 7,000 at
thattheappointrnentwas, "railroaded" B~stol ~niversity alone, is a
through the University Senate with- wtde-rangmg paper that also cov·
Mr Ingh am, whose •ers polytechnics
and colleges in
out consu It atton.
.
theBnstolarea
.
"llbeth
f
.
post wt
at o part-tlme 1ecturer,
stated, "ifsome people want to object - - - - - - - - - - - - to my appointment that is their _ _ ___,b;;..y_N_e_i_lRaffi
_ _e_rt..;.y_ _..,...._

Tory Tricks Glasgow
Racism

by Louise Wilson

Dirty tricks seem to be catchiqg ·in the Conservative
Party:
smear
campaigns
directed at Labour politicians
in the 1970s; insulting student
news sheets; and now, a Conservative student has taken to
masquerading as a disillusioned Labour supporter.

Donna

In a debate at Aberdeen University on January 23rd, Mr Nick
.Warren of Dundee University
claimed to be a member of his university's Labour Club. When he
was confronted by Donna MacKinnon, President of NUS Scotland, on a recent visit to Dundee,
"after some prevarication" he
finally admitted to his true colour.
Ms MacKinnon has demanded
that the Conservative Party take
action against both those responsible for Capitalist Worker, the
freesheet distributed last week
containing contentious comments
on two Labour MPs, the Greens
and the ambulance workers, and
against Mr Warren.
When Student spoke to a Scottish Conservative Party spokesperson, however, he said that no
disciplinary action as yet would be
taken against Martin Burns,
editor of Capitalist Worker and a
member of Edinburgh University,
or his co-editors. As for Mr Warren, he had not heard of him.
In the meantime, Martin Burns
will remain as editor of Capitalist
Worker and intends to publish a
second issue next term. The Scottish Conservative Party has said
there will be "no question of strict
censorship", although "close
monitoring" will be operated.
Burns, who wishes to continue
in politics, "stands by" his controversial comment that implied
ambulance workers were just

by Ed Humpherson

Glasgow University Dental
School was involved in
accusations of racism last
week, with the university's
Asian Student's Society saying that 17 of 18 students who
failed last year's third year
degree exam were black. The
accusations were made at· a

Martin
another "taxi firm". In asking how
recent events had affected his
relationship with the Conservative Party, he replied that he may
not get onto the candidate list for
a few years, but was not otherwise •
over-concerned. Speaking of Nick
Warren, his only comment was
"silly boy".
NUS Scotland is concerned ·
since it fears that "by association,
these people are a discredit to
their fellow students in the public
eye".
·
·

meeting last Wednesday in
which Bernie Grant, Labour
MP for Tottenham, was
speaking.
Aaman Anwar, president of
the Asian society, declined to
name the faculty, but the university identified it from his statistics
as the Dental School.However ,
the University said that the figures
were "in <rlmost every particular
inaccurate". It was 10 ,not 17,non
Caucasian students who failed of
these, 5 failed the resit , of whom
4 were black, but these students
were all readmitted to the faculty
on appeal, a fact overlooked in
the original accusations. There
was no truth in the all that the
University did not consult the
external examiner, and that the
failures all passed their class
examinations.
Michael Kellett, of Glasgow

University's Student Representative Council, told Student that.
although he did not see the university as being "particularly
racist"' he thought that "there
may well be a problem". He sidestepped the university's point by
point rebuttal by saying that the
''particular allegations do not
matter". He will be seeking a
meeting with the university
authorities in the near future to
explore the possibilities of exclud. ing student's names from exam
scripts (students would be iden·tified by matriculation numbers
alone) and the establishment of an
antiracism committee.
The university's press release
did consider accusations of racism
-if founded in truth-as a"matter of
considerable urgency". It said
that 4 dental students had
approached their adviser .of
1
studies last year with worr1es
about racism, but had declined to
make a formal complaint. The
university was worried that the
publicity given to the subject ~y
.the Asian Society's going pubJic
before consu_\~ing the univers1ty
may inhibit students from coming
forward. It had taken a long time
to get people to come forward,
they said, and they hoped they
would continue to do so in the
case of genuine problems.
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Vet Schools
Fee Shoc.k
by Conal Urquhart
Veterinary 'students should
b
·
f
f
· pay or a su stantlal part 0
their .education according to
a government commissioned
report published last Wednesday. The report w~ich
·predicts a shortage of vet~ in
the future
has already
received support from the
Secretaries of State for
Agriculture and Scot~and,
John Selwyn Gummer and
Malcolm Rifkind.
The author of the report
Dr.Ewan Page, Vice-Chancellor
of Reading University recommends that Britains six existing
Veterinary schools should be used
to their full capacity. This means
that not only will the previously
threatened G
· Veterinary

School remain open but student said that no more money will be ·
numbers will be increased by one available for the veterinary
third. •
schools.
This review of veterinary manGiven the claim that veterinary
power and education contrasts facilities are already proving to be .
with the Stodart report of 1985 inadequate and that government
which resulted in a 10% reduction 'education cuts are causing disconin student numbers and lasts years tent amongst staff, the quality of
Riley report which forecasted a veterinary
graduates
could
surplus of veterinary graduates deteriorate.
and therefore recommended the
The item of greatest imporclosure of the veterinary schools tance to all students is the recomat Glasgow and Cambridge.
mendation that veterinary stuThe expected shortage is likely dents shquld pay in part for their
to be so gre_at that foreign vets wi_ll course. ip order to financ~ the
be needed m the short term. This <expansion of the vetennary
brings into question the reliability schools. The fee has been estiof these manpower and educatiop mated at £500 per annum and this
reviews whose last casualty was ·coupled with the introduction of
the Edinburgh Dental School.
student loans will mean that a
However euphoria over the lift- grant funded student could
ing of restrictions on student num- graduate with a debt of £10000. It
bers must be tempered by the fact h~s been ex~ressed that_a debt of
that John MacGregor the_ Secr7t-_ this nature, m a profession where
ary for State for EducatiOn has the average wage is only £12-

14000 can only serve to act as a
serious disincentive to prospective vets and exacerbate shortages.
The recommendations will be
discussed at a meeting of the Universities Funding Council in
March. But with John Gummer
and Malcolm Rifkinds weight
behind it the councils rubber

Meanwhile Edinburgh vets are
promising action, Nigel Griffiths
MP for Edinburgh South is being
informed and a campaign is being
planned against a report seen as·
an "ill thought out response" to ·
impending shortages.
The report also raises the issue
of students being charged fees in
all_ subects not just veterinary
medicine .

.Free Degrees
and he professed himself to be
"delighted" with the award. Kennedy was born in Edinburgh and
throughout his life he has presented television programmes ·
ranging from Panorama to Did
You See? He is also a prolific television script Writer and and
author, his most recent work
being last year's acclaimed
autobiography On My Way To
The Club.
Frank Dunlop, honoured
by Andrew .Jieavens
REPRESENTATIVES AT
the forefront of journalism,
finance, science, medicine,
and the arts are to be
awarded honorary degrees
this year by Edinburgh University.
The well known writer and
·broadcaster Ludovic Kennedy is
to receive a Doctor honoris causa

Neal Ascherson, associate
editor of The Observer and columnist for The Independent is to
become a Doctor of Social Science. He told Student that he was
"absolutely amazed" and "very
honoured" by the award. He was
not conscious of any. service that
he had done for the university to
deserve it and concluded that
"Edinburgh can't be like the
House Of Lords where you have
to lick someone's backside to get
in."

Other notable recipients of
honorary degrees are Edinburgh

artist Elizabeth Blackadder, the
· A selection of choice quotes from Capitalist Worker
Director of the Edinburgh Inter.
·Any mortgage
national Festival, Frank Dunlop, The greenhouse effect is the latest
the convener of the Bank of Scot- weapon being used by socialists to payer should think twice before
land, Sir Thomas Risk, and the undermine fee enterprise.
chucking coins into ambulance
Director of Research for the
drivers begging bowls.
Imperial Cancer Fund, Sir Waiter If the greeniesare that concerned
Bodmer, all with the title of Docthey should offer to buy the AmaSCS (Scottor honoris causa.
zon Rain forests .(the lungs of the tish Conservative Students) says
The first honorary degree that
earth) from the bankrupt Brazi- get back to work. If you're not prewill be awarded is to the Very
lian Government and then sell pared to accept the 9% pay rise
Reverend Dun can Shaw, who has
shares in it to people concerned then find some other taxi firm to
been the Secretary of Edinburgh
about the environment.
employ you.
University's General Council for
In a joint venture with Czech
25 years.
students fighting Socialism, SCS On the criticism of America's
Shaw commented that it had
plastered Wenceslas Square with invasion of Panama: Let's cut the
been "a very pleasant surprise" to
· posters caJiing for an end from the crap. If there are nations being
receive the award. "The award
Tyrannical grips of socialism. oppressed the free world has a
means a great deal to me with my
Twenty Thousand copies of M.P. duty to help them. What about
long association with the univerJohn
Medwoods
Popular Cuba and Nicaragua, Mr Bush.
sity as a graduate, post-graduate
Capitalism were distributed,
and General Council Secretary"
introducing people to the free marSocialism may be dying in Easthe added.
ket. We all know what happened ern Europe; Apartheid may be
The presentation ceremony will
next week.
slowly disintegrating in South
be made at the meeting of the
General Council as a mark of the
The trade union movement has Africa, but they are both still alive
university's gratitude to the coun- picked the ambulance drivers to and kicking in the bigoted minds of
cil for its work on the university's front the latest attempt to topple so many of this country's socialists
politicians.
behalf.
the

.

Loans Debate Drug Bust
---------.---by Steve Martm

·"This H;ouse Supports Student Loans", was the topic
for discussion at last Friday's
lunchtime
debate, when
Martin Burns, former EU
Conservative Society President, and Eric Miller, pitted
their wits against Owen Morris and Vicki Ridley of the
Labour Club.
Mr Burns reminded the house
of the government's reasons for
the introduction of top-up .loans,
which he said, were to increase
the numbers of those entering
higher education and a desire to
r~duce student dependance on the
ta~ payer. He claimed that since

many students currently have an able to pay off both his mortgage
overdraft, loans should be . wel- and ~tl!dent_ lo~n , without eo~corned as the int~rest rate will be p~omis~ng his wish no~ to work I,n
lower.
big busmess. Mea?~hile ~tude~t s
In reply, Owen Morris, slam- very own arts cntic Neii Smith ,
·
d
d h 1
h
med the scheme as, · " unfau,
~on em ne t_ e 0,~ns se erne ~s a
immoral, unworkable and undeTory ~.QnS~Iracy , and the ,first
mocratic," and was supported by step to Bntish Student PLC .
Ms Ridley, who said that loans
In a more serious note, l_st year
would discourage children from student Graha~ Kell}' smd that
single parent families, and work- the present_ anti-loans _campaign
ing class backgrounds, from pur- w~s meffective be~ause It was persuing a degree. She adde? th~t cei~~d by the pu~hc as purely due
loans would cause a declme m to self-mterest and suggested
non-educational courses, and par- that students be prepare~ to pay
ticularly the Scottish mixed hon- higher taxes to put back mto the
ours degree.
•
education system what they had
The opposition's views were ·taken out. He mformed the meet. alrgely supported from the floor, ing that h; would be happ~ to pay
with William Hubbard, a mature tax at 60 Yo after graduatmg and
student of social policy and law, finding a job.
asking the house how he would be

by Mark Campanile
EDINBURGH

UNIVER-

SITY lecturer Stephen Neff
was found guilty of drug
smuggling in December last
year.
Mr Neff, a lecturer in international public law , was convicted of
being knowingly involved in the
importation of cannabis resin and
fined £350 by Edinburgh Sheriff
Court.
The court was told that a package addressed to Mr Neff containing 19 grammes of cannabis
resin was intercepted by customs
officials in Glasgow.
Five pieces of cannabis resin

were tound concealed in three
pairs of socks and an envelope in a
parcel of books which Mr Neff
posted to himself during a holiday
in the Netherlands in July 1988.
Suspicious customs officers
opened the package, substituted
stock cubes for the cannabis which
they found, and followed the pareel to Mr Neff at his university
office in August 1988.
Mr Neff denied the charge,
claiming that the parcel had been
tampered with on its way from the
Netherlands. He told the court
that he found it necessary to post
the books because he was "grossly
overloaded".
No action regarding Mr Neffs
prosecution has been taken by the
Law Faculty.

Studeiif.
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EDITORIAL

PILGRIM
THERE has been much talk in the
Press recently about the "Mad Diseased Cow" or MDC which is
known to be affecting large parts
ofthe country at the moment. The
principle concern of most people
has been whether or not the condition can be passed to via the newspapers they read, because of the
high usage or recycled poor quality journalism used by some of the
less scrupulous papers such as
Capitalist Worker. Papers such as
this often used "processed" ideas
and even jokes from other
deceased publications such as
M«:inKampf or Federation ofCon•servative Student News, and it is
felt that MDC can be transmitted
from the dead to the living beast in
this way. This can then produce a
range of nasty side effects, including the misconception that winning only 40% of the vote represents a mandate amd an outbreak
on the victims skin of a series of
ugly, scald-like marks. These are
known as MDC Burns, are very
unpleasant, and can even be fatal
for the elderly or unemployed.

ero •••• ''

''
" I have lots of heroes, which i~
a problem . Asked to choose one 1
have found myself faced with a
whole spectrum of names. If I
were to go for a boyhood hero
. then it would have to be Jimmy
Greaves, who had scored hundreds of goals by the age of 23,
when I was a penniless research
student of the same age. If I were
to go for a filmstar it would be
John Wayne, but I don't think I'll
talk about admiration for John
Wayne to a student newspaper.[
Why not? ] If I were to go for
something more literary and pretentious, I suppose I'd go for
Shakespeare who's the only
author to whom I consistently
return, aside from the aetheist
who wrote
the
book of
Ecclesiastes.
My choice came down to two;
one is a figure we know very little
about save from one of the
greatest Hollywood pictures ever
made - the slave~rebcl from
Ancient Rome, Spartacus. In
some ways, especially since he
was later made a hero of the
Soviet Union and gave his name
to a couple of Yugoslav and Russian football teams, I thought he
might be an appropriate figure .
But, ultimately too much of what I
know about him would be based
on myth. Really, one has to be
concerned with real figures - I
have chosen a person whom I
have consistently admired and
who still gives one something of a
'frisson' -Kenneth Clark.
Kenneth Cl ark is someone
whose work has always been a treme?dous ins~iration. He has been
an I?fluence m terms of stressing
the Importance of what one does
and in .terms of what one aspires to
d.o. ~IS WOr.k as a cultural his tor~an, m particular the 1968 televiswn series 'Civilisation', has

has aroused, metaphorically rub- ·
bing his hands together. Indeed,
Student is torn between dismissing
. the effort as the work of undeveloped, puerile minds or ignoring
.its existence altogether and
thereby depriving it of the oxygen
of publicity. The former would the
most appropriate response were it
not that the authors are associated
with this University, are pitifully,
fully matriculated members of the
student body. That this University
could be the nurturing ground for
such work casts a shadow on its
attempt to promote intelligence
and encourage rational and intellectual debate.
The antics of Mr Burns et al are
symptomatic · and contributing to
the general trend of politics today
where reasoned arguments have
been replaced with personal jibes
and crude smearing tactics against
the opponent.
' Who will Mr Burns convince,
apart from the converted, by dismissing the ambulance workers as
just a another set of taxi drivers?
That the authors need to resort to
such practices would appear to
suggest that they lack the necessary faculties to tackle their opponents on any higher level.

He was a flawed human being
like most of us . His autobiography
(in two volumes) remains one of
the warmest and funniest I have
ever read. During the war he was
responsible for safeguarding tlie
pictures of the National Gallery.
of which he was Director. He kept
civilisation alive under the direst
circumstances, during the Blitz,
organising a series of concerts at
the National Gallery, in Trafalgar
Square.
He was a man of warmth , wit
and humility who was able to project his being into the broader
experience of mankind . He
encouraged us always to think of
the freedom of the individual , in
social and in cultural life. He
stood by a set of principles which
are very fragile in terms of everyday social life.

Kart Marx, Tina Turner, Mozart, Muhamed Ali.... Most of us
can confess to having personal heroes or heroines. Dr Richard
Mackerzny, a lecturer in the history department, talk~d to Zoe
Pagnamenta about his choice of hero.

never lost its freshness. Not only
have the T.V. programmes failed ··
to age in terms of technology ,but
what Clark says of the future of ·
the world, and the parallels he
makes with the past, are still
• relevant to us now. Taking on the
wh_ole iqea of civilisation .and pro-..
ducing what was a pioneering pro- .
ject- original in its time, and timeless - was an extraordinary ·

achievement. He could · write
beautifully, in a style that was
warm and humane. He was able to
express the obvious with eloquence. He could ask questions you
wanted to formulate but could
never get round to. He could
make
generalisations
which
express wha"t you feel but which
you didn't have the knowledge or
t~e authority to get away with.

Kenneth Cl ark was a believer in
heroes and the 'Civilisation' programmes have their heroes. The
individual is never subsumed into
some general socio-cultural process - it is actually the individual
who creates that process and
whose intellectual freedom is the
guarantee of civilisation. He talks
of what threatens to destroy us 'lies, tanks , tear-gas , ideologies ,
opinion polls , mechanisation ,
planners, computers .. ' - and in an
age like this it is important that
there should be a consistency the
world over against the things that
threaten to enslave us.

Cl ark identified a set of humane
Lord Cl ark was a figure in the
values which nee? t.o be sustain~d world of cultural history whose
and de.fended. Hts mterest was m · words have some, let's be vulgar,
how dtfferent sp?eres of human . 'social relevance' .
endeavour have mterracted over
th~ centuries. His work is a
What a shame he had to be
gepuine effort to synthesise Man's
d
main achievements into some sort ma e a peer.
of coherent shape.
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. In 1945 four nations from
four directions squeezed the
last resistance out of the German army and met in Berlin.
Churchill wasn't sleeping too
well; something was wrong,
and Captain Paranoia sat on
his shoulder as he bumbled
towards the German capital
in his staff car "Don't trust - · · ·
.
', t
h the western strategy, to orgamse
R
d
0
h
t e , uss,
~ t r_ust t e : finance for new projects, more
Russ the c~ptam whispered, polaris
submarines,
more
but Churchill refused to lis- warheads, more atomic weapons,
ten, "The brakes just need a · until the little shed couldn't hold
little more oil".
any more and someone men-
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The next ten years witnessed
the realization of these awful premonitions. The Berlin Wall went
up overnight, the tanks moved in
and the Communist Party dropped like a ton of bricks to form the
Great Warsaw Pact. The frontiers
of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Latvia,
Estonia, and Lithuania bedame
the ice-cold Iron Curtain; not an
entry in, not an entry out was possible. Europe covered itself in
weapons and united in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation.
NATO met twice daily to discuss
· --

o

by Peter Baily

amma and 30,000 Americans imagined-that single-handed they
flooded the U .K . and the rest of would walk past the trenches ,
Europe. Now everyone was in through the minefields, over the
position we could stick out our barbed wire, knock on the Iron
tongues, blow raspberries or Curtain door, walk inside through
perhaps use the latest macho the Soviet countryside to the
tioned that there were enough · taunt "Make my day, punk", but centre of Moscow itself, Pushkin
bombs anyway to blow up the however provocative the remarks Square , and open the first fast
world , the universe and even nothing happened. I think Nixon • food hamburger joint under
shake God's bathroom a thousand managed to arrange a ping pong · Lenin 's nose. It is hard to know
times over. So NATO now met game; no, perhaps that was whether that marble frown looks
once a week only to remind them- China. Anyway, as billions of down in disdain or expressed
selves they still existed and to play pounds supported this inoperative stony frustration, helpless above
toy tanks , and push flags and . state no one ·ould have foreseen, the juicy bu~ers .
Yesterday an estimated 15,000
arrows around the world board. not even Dick and Mac, that they
With everyone's finger~n the trig- alone would be more effective, Muscovites queued for over two
ger for the first ten years and their more powerful, more influential hours outside the fast food
restaurant, Macdonalds, to lay
. hands to their ears for the next than any bullet, missile or bomb.
teeth
into
true
Dick and Mac 52 years ago their
. ten, the lack of activity was making people look a little silly. opened their first drive-in hot dog Americanism; a 23 year old shop·NATO still sent troops and bar east of Pasadena and I'm sure, worker Ludmilla struggled with
armoury to West Germany on top as SOijleone screamed for more the oozing handful of Big Mac; "It
secret operations, Alpha Beta and relish and mustard , th~y never all falls out!". As with skateboard-
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GREEN
- - -FOCUS

HE NEW age of the
environment has crept
.
up on us so rapidly that
we hardly had a chance to
draw breath. Everywhere we
turn there is a brand new
hosphate-free washingp'owP
der on the supermarket
shelves or a new prediction of
catastrophies due in the next
fifty years.

T

So we have had to take action;
we have bought our eco-friendly
products, pressurised the government to become greener and so
on. -But has anybody actually
paused in their modern, highstress lives to think of why we are
moving towards a greener horizon? Most people would probably
say that we are preserving life and
saving our mother Earth.
But despite all the hysteria , life
is not going to cease - not when
you consider the myriad of mic' roscopic bacteria and other forms
of organism. What is going to die
is the world as we know it; the animals, birds and (arguably) most
important, us. Ulti'mately that is
why we are saving our world; to
prevent our own extinction, not to
save all the other types of life that
we see around us. Life will go on
regardless The d' o aurs taught
·
m s
us that. All our green concern is

LETTERS
Dear Editor
To the Editor
Re last weeks report by Craig WilAs ~astern . E~rop_e smashes
Iiams in which Tory Councillo_r, down ~ts bamers with bloody
, Ken Ferguson claimed that the re~olutwns and large_bu~ldozers,
Councillor
representing
the thmk how much easier It wou~d
INCH is never seen in the area. have been had the Iron Curtam
As an activist in the area, may J be i~stead been made out _of velvet,
permitted to say that this state- silk or even nylon , with_ pretty
ment is both false and malicious. flowery patterns. Had this been
The Councillor for the area is in so, the oppressed masses under
fact JOHN CAMPBELL a lee- the jackboot of pseudo-Corn-.
turer in Genetics at Ed{nburgh munist tyra~ny could have simply
and former City Treasurer.
smoked then way to freedom .
·
Let's examine the facts: 1. CurJohn·, I assure readers, is tain smoking is the latest all- .
amongst the most able and active American fad. 2. It is clean ,
Councillors both inside and out- wholesome, bio-degradable and
side the Council, and was instru- does not cause blindness. 3. It has
mental in having Nigel Griffith the potential to topple the
returned as MP for the Edinburgh Thatcher government. 4. It has
South constituency whilst acting been proved (by Dr. Kulyk Furthas his election agent, thus remov- wangler) that this pastime, nay ,
ing Tory domination for the first way of life can increase one's sextime ever. I would further point ual libido markedly. It also (parout that John's wife Jane is don the sexist terminology) makes
equally active in the community, your willy _bigger. .
.
in that she is a Doctor in one of the' In the hght of this evidence, I
most deprived areas, namely can only hope th~t th~ powersCraigmillar.
that-be m EUSA will actively promote curtain smoking amongst
Try again, Councillor Fergu- the student POJ?ulation. With the
elections loommg, any prospecson; perhaps I can give you a
d
h Id b
·
Political education.
tive candi ates s ou
ear m
mind that standing on the Curtain
Yours ·faithfully
Smoking ticket could well swing
the vote in their favour.
Ivor Hill
Servi·tor, DI'ck Vet
Yours etc.,
The Phantom Curtain Smoker

Dear Editor,
After reading the editorial in
last week's Student I felt compelled to write to you in order to clear
up a few points that you made in
it.
To start with, can it really be
said that the ambulance drivers
are being dogmatic and inflexible
over their pay claim. It is true that
the government are being dogmatheir
tic over the matter attitude proves it, especially in
calling the day of action a publicity stunt. But I fail to see why the
ambulance drivers should have to
moderate their initial claim in
order to save the government
electoral defeat.
You said in the editorial that
Roger Poole was wrong to claim a
wage rise that was higher than the
rate of inflation. He wasn't wrong
at all as it obvious that what the
ambulance drivers get paid just
now is too low. Nobody should
have to face poor living conditions
for the sake of keeping wage
claims in line with inflation.
Everyone is entitled to a living
wage and decent living conditions. we must all take solidarity
action now with the ambulance
workers to ensure that they win
this dispute and I'm afraid that
articles such as vour editorial do
everything possible : to undermine working class action.
Just whose side are you on?
Signed ,
Yvonne
R
1 ·
c
·
evu utwnary ommumst
Students

reallyade~re~rthecontinuation~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

of out species- an attempt to allow
man to live for another day.
EDINBURGH
And that all leads to evolution
LANGUAGE
and Darwin's survival of the
fittest. Humans look upon themFOUNDATION
selves as the 'master race'. We
have attained intelligence greater
TEACHING
than that of our fellow beasts; we
ENGLISH AS A
have evolved into something better. No longer do we live from
FOREIGN
day, fighting for our very lives like
LANGUAGE
other animals but instead we have
become enemy free- or have we?
We are continually improving
our standards of living and finding One-week Introductory
new ways to stave off death, but in
Course
doing so we have created an envi19-23 March
ronment that is so unclean and
polluted that our society has shufFor'full details write to:
fled onto the brink of self-destruc- ·
The
Principal, Edinburgh
tion. We have become our own
Language
Foundation,
enemies. If we really are the
superior race then we will survive,
11 Great Stuart St.,
but if not then the certain destrucEdinburgh EH3 7TS;
tion of our species is inevitable .
or phone 031 225 8785
Perhaps only time will tell.
Jennie Abell
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E.U. SKI CLUB

.... Still has places on the 15th annual trip to Miirren,
Switzerland. This is quite simply the cheapest
fortnight's skiing available - £360 covers full board
acconunodation, return coach travel, insurance and full
area ski pass. Also included in the price, we organise a
mass of apres-ski events, as well as a race day.
Miirren sits at 5600 feet facing the majestic Eiger,
Monch, and Jungfrau mountains. Skiing is possible as
high as 10000 feet- so the late snow will guarantee you
two weeks of perfect skiing.
~:

ing, practice makes perfect.
Inside the spanking bright
restaurant pictures of Rio de
Janeiro, 8ft high models of Big
Ben and the Eiffel Tower and 200
1
pink counter staff were sufficient
to cause jaws to drop, which were
conveniently open to recieve the
junk fodder.
Everyone had good words to
say about the freshness and qual-.
ity of the food, as anyone who has
tasted Soviet sausage might'
expect. Outside , sniffy Muscovites dismissed the scene as a
tourist stunt. Perhaps they are
right, but I have my hunch ; all
those in pink outfits are either·
CIA or FBI agents. The burgers
are bugged, the shakes laced and
· the salt for the fries a 11ew concoc. tion to make the consumer, or at
least his stomach instantly
. capitalist, and what better way to
·wage a war on the whole Soviet
. block without spilling a drop of
tomato ketchup?
Once you've won a man's
tummy he's harmless, so perhap
NATO should reconsider their
offensive role and set up a drive-in
hot dog stand like Dick and Mac
·
Macdonald ; it works miracles!

17/3 - 1/4 (2 places left)
31/3 - 15/4 (7 places left)
These places will fill up quickly, so contact me,
Charlie, (228 4612) ASAP.
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When mention is now made
of
the
Commonwealth
Games images of Maori Dancers, a sad Sebastian Coe,
Haley Lewis and Peter Elliot
have replaced those of a
wind-swept
Meadowbank,
Robert Maxwell appealing
for donations, and rejected
invitations.
It is ironic that as the Maori
songs die away, so strike up the
hymns of celebration from South
Africa, the source of Edinburgh's
misery of four year's ago.
Yet even in Auckland the spirit
of Sport has been tainted - not by
politicians this time but by the
competitors themselves. As in
Seoul they are free to cheat and
unfortunatly they take full advantage.
Drugs aside, there is much to be
valued from the Games. The
Commonwealth may be outdated
as a political institution, but as an
excuse to met and compete there
is little need to doubt the worth of
the Games. As a means of drawing together the Commonwealth's
sporting talent it an exercise well
worth maintaining.
The ample evidence of their
worth is that many World class
athletes take the event very seriously, competing enthusiastically
inste!ld of ignoring the Games.
After Auckland, over two'
hundred people can now call

All over

Poring over the results columns, one can find champions
from Bermuda, Guernsey, Cyprus and Papua New Guinea.
One o of the highlights, however, must be the 5 foot 3 inch, 9
stone 41b figure of Marcus
Step hen. He was one of the few to
leave the Auckland. Sheraton
smiling, having collected a legitimate Gold in the 60kg snatch
Division. Stephen hails from the

10 seconds and then perform a
personal best himself.

This is for the bowlers, oozing
competitiveness in their leisurely
game; for those who rub shoulders with the great and make great
friendships with the average; for
those who experience the pride
and the pride and glory of representing their country.
Perhaps the true spirit of the

Student
panies as sponsors have to take
perhaps a portion of the blame for
the pressure that we are putting
on these athletes to perform
above themselves for our entertainment?

Now that the Friendly Games
are over it is perhaps time to
ask whether their continuation is still viable, both financially and as a sporting occasion. No World Records
were broken and competitors
were banned both before and
during t~e Games.
This Championship is regularly
critisized ·for being far inferior to
many others and yet, unfortunatly, Drugs has still caused a
major slur. Do the rantings of
Ron Pickering go unheard in
whole sports? Or is there just a ·
blind regard for the rules , or
worse such pressure to take drugs
as the only way to succeed?

Athletes are being asked to perform beyond themselves or not
perform at all - the only way that
many talented competitors can
now achieve their aims is by cheating, because however much simpahty we have, that is still what it
is. Tennis is perhaps another good
example here; players are written
off if they are not performing at
the top levels by ridiculously early
ages, particularly women, and the
question may well be asked where
players will soon turn in a bid for
the glory.

The sign seem to be that,
although the individual sort often
applies
particular
pressure
(weightlifting being the most
obvious example), influences
from outside sport are just as
potent.

Cash incentives for World
Records and startling races are
crushing sport with unnecessary
pressures. The '80's quest for the
best has perhaps leaked into
sport, as we demand more and
more, faster and faster. Surely
. this is pressure that sport in genIt is significant that Boris eral does not need?
· Becker said in Melbourne two
weeks ago that he could be perAs long as people like Sugar
suaded to take performance- Ray Leonard can keep demandenhancing drugs if the other ing huge fees for mediocre fights
players at the top were, and that it simply because the public enjoy
was the only way to ensure staying watching an old relic, the problem
Will athletes keep throwing it all away.
competitive at the highest level.
will continue.
In the aftermath of Auckland's Commonwealth
We are in an age when winning
The Public thirst for records
is the all important factor, and the
themselves "Champion of the - Games questions are being fired as to the viability
cost of reaching the pinnacles of and amazing feats is pushing sport
Commonwealth"; many more
of the event. Donald Reid hopes that the games sport is often dictated by influ- away from pure competition into
came close enough to gthe pride
ences far removed from the arena a farcical chase after the rewards ·
and glory to ensure lifelong . Will be rememberPdfior itS high'Poz"ntS, but sz·mon
itself.
memories. For some the Games
~
that being the best can bring. This
will doubtless lead to many more
werethepinnacleofachievement,
Fennell fears that" the implications of the drug
American sport is perhaps the in the Ricky Jones vein.
for others a step towards greater
most glaring example. Sport in
things.
revelations are far reaching
The Commonwealth Games
Living m a TVIess flat deprived tiny Pacific island ofNauru _home Games was summed up at the . that great continent is now often
me of the benefits of Des Lynam's to a mere 5,000, fourty o whom medal ceremony at the boxing the playground of the wealthy; we should not be condemned as a
expert
observations;
my
see players regularly complaining poor institution; the problems of
memories come not from the were in Auckland cheering their ring, when the Irish sound · that pressure from coaches and
Auckland are felt throughout the
man.
operator struck up Danny Boy
screen, but from t h e corresponowners has forced the prolifera- sporting world and until attitudes
after
the
tape
of
the
Irish
anthem
dent's pen. Perhaps this cannot
It is these instances that give the
tion of drugs.
can be changed I fear that there
match the colour, thrill and ten- Games their special attraction. It had jammed.
may still be worse to come.
Let
us
continue
to
enjoy
the
sion of the live pictures, but the is not a World Championship or
There is no question that the
newspapers do, in their own sub- an Olympiad; these Games are for 'Friendly Games' as such, without offenders should be banned for
DONALDREID
the Naurese, the Bermudians. the derisory comment of a bitter
tie but comprehensive way' cap- They are for the athlete who can Press, and hope that similar life once they have been caught,
SIMON
FENNELL
but do we as spectators and corn· similar labels.
~b;;:,;ua::.:r~.:.:.~;:;;~;.;.~_e_o_f_t_h_e_u_n_iq_u_e_n_e_ss_o_f_t_h_e_ watch Linford Christie run under events soon
run and admirable support, the
The close result reflects the tightfirst score was ours.
ness in which this match was
As we swapped ends, however,
played; the experience of the Gala
we found ourselves struggling 9-7
team gave them the narrowest of
down. But the prospect of running
advantages in the end.
down hill appealed to the less fit of
The two debutants, stand-off .
the band, this editor included!
Mike Wylie and scrum-half Ben
Senine are to be congratulated on
3rd XV 7
their fine first games, and their
Biggar 15
inclusion in the senior tour squad
to tour Zimbabwe at Easter.
The advantage could not be
The pack again played well,
turned into points though and in
although they all appeared slugthe end Biggar they are and biggar
gish in the loose, possibly a combithey were! Two more penalties
nation of the heavy pitch and the
and a try were enough to sink the
early kick off.
Vandals, but they should not be
disheartened - believe me, it
wasn't theirfault!
1st XV 8

Gala 12
However they won all their
own ball in the tight , and settled
down in the last twenty minutes to
a good rhythm. The result was a
try for lock Dave Wesson, after
Uni had been camped in the Gala
twenty-two for a lengthy period.
The first score had come earlier
through winger Mike Cousin, a
simple all hands move along the
line allowing him enough time to
crash through into the corner.
The Border boys were tempted
on more than one occasion to let,
their right hooks get the better of
them, and the referee's inability
. to stop this almost meant a loss af
' control on both sides.
Again the backs seemed to be
performing well in some areas.
Smith and MacDonald made
great surging runs but then
destroyed all their efforts by making stupid defensive errors. Hopefully the return of the JJ's (Wilson

and Russell) will help to tron out
these problems for the important
match against Greenoch Wanderers at Peffermill on Saturday. It is
hoped that the 2.30 start will mean
that plenty of support will be
available to cheer the lads in this
vital game.

------

The second XV continued their
success with a resounding 32-22
win against Linlithgow at Mans
Park on Saturday.
Scot Adams seemed to enjoy his
first game for the club , and
recently resigned club captain
Porky Thomas made a star
appearance for the XXX. He was
in admirable form as was other
newcomer Stuart Appleby in the
second row.

.

2nd XV 32
Linlithgow 22

A star studded 3rd XV took

Although the seconds suffered a defeat, they showed
great determination. The forwards were winning much of
the lineout ball and winning
the majority Qf scrums with a
heavier pack. There was a
great deal of good ball set up
for the backs who passed it
out but were faced with a fast
Moray House defence which
surpassed their own. The
stand-off
gained
much
ground in taking the ball on
through the defence and kicking over their heads •

the field against Biggar early
on Saturday. Due to the patThe win will boost the boys' confidence for their coming league riotic hoards disappearing to
Dublin to cheer the Blue and
fixtures.
White th.e Vandals were left
Not so fortunate were the to cope with a motley crew of
. Freshers, who travelled to Gala
part timers.
Desp;te their obvious horror,
Freshers 0
the
regulars
were
most
Gala YM44
accomodating to their guests and
Moray House were fast and got
the game was played in the best of
missing ten regular players.
two run-away tries in the secondspirits.
half, having already beaten our
Despite being only 6-0 down at half
The first half saw the home forwards for two in the first half.
time, they lost 38 unlucky points in · team, us, battling against both
No. 8 Julie Hogg managed the secthe second half, according to cap- wind and slope (and any amount onds only try at the very end of the
of penalties in front of the posts!) , match, taking the ball over with a
tain Mike Kerr.
but, thanks to a surging forward last drive.

I
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RIEFS
World Champ Michael W
has had his defence of
W.B.A. middleweight champi
onship delayed until 14th April
Watson suffered a broken
in training, which must m
challenger Mike
feel pretty god!

After an encouraging time at
crease, the English bowlerS
given a taste of things to come
by Keith Arthutron on Monday
as the Leeward Islands ensured
a draw. An encouraging result.

urgh pad.dle away
7.15 am ... the alarm bucks
i_nto life, and .is thrown
against the nearest wall. And
so begins another weekend's
canoeing- Polo this time, the
venue Glasgow University
and the event the Scottish
University Championships.
Two hours later, after a hazardous breakdown on the M8 (where
do the Sport's Union get their
buses?), we trundled into Hillhead a mere half an hour late.
This weekend sees Edinburgh
raise four teams; two mens, a
ladies, and a mixed for those that
could not make up their minds!
Disaster and ignominy is forecast for the mens and B teams,
whilst we all still wait ' in eager
anticipation of the women's first
goal. As usual the A team is left to
shoulder the responsibility for a
creditable performance.
League matches soon commence, .and, as forecast, Edinburgh B and C teams are soon to
be blasted into oblivion; although
to be fair the B team give us all a

shock when they actually spend
most of a match not losing! So
much excitement this early in the
morning, and also so close to the
aftermath of the Sport's Union
Ball.
We soon woke up, however, as
the Ladies take to the pool. Edinburgh miss straight from the
centre circle, and the tension

asking why we have taken all this
time to discover such a talent.
Sam adds to more goals and
everything is looking rosy for the
girls.
The mens A team are obviously
inspired by this display and go on
to trounce Heriot Watt B, Andy
cashing in on plenty of target practice. Determined not to be out-

grows at poolside. Just who is this
new addition to the ladies
ranks?
Suddenly
the
crowd
roar ... amazingly Edinburgh have
scored. The new signing is Kirsty,
a fourth year, and people start

shone, the other Andy insists
upon missing numerous open
goals, much to his team mates displeasure.
And then .. .the ladies win
again! Wonders will never cease,
and the men continued their win-

spe~dy

The good news for
Ge1rmanyl LACROSSE
is that the International
=...:..::....:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
pie Committee yesterday w "''""-·
heartedly agreed to the possibility of one combined
team competing in future games.
"I do not rule out that happening
in 1992" said Willi Daume, the
German I.O.C. official.

Telford Unitedfaceatoughdraw
in the next round of the F.A.
Trophy. The holders face the
fomidable Leek Town at home.

All you ski buffs will be glad
hear that the snow has come
laSt. So pack away those
skis and prepare to hit the slopes
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HARE AND HOUNDS

A depleted 1st XII saw victory slip from their grasp last
Saturday at a windswept Peffermill.
Despite flirtations with the
'Boys in Blue', the St Andrews
coach arrived in time for an 11
o'clock start, both sides only managing to field ten players.
Edinburgh shot off to an early
lead, Sarah Carter celebrating her
recent inclusion in the Scottish
trials squad with some fine goals.
Cat Davis chipped in with accurate shots to ensure that the visitors paid for their lethargy.
By half tilne they had established an convincing 8-31ead, and
a large victory looked possible.
But the second half saw a spirited St A's revival, the male element of their team at last using
their strength and speed to outwit
the Edinburgh defence.
Uni were soon to regret their
lack of goal-keeper, as St
Andrews continued to make up
the deficit. They managed to hang
on to a draw in the final seconds,
however, but the chance of a good

Thoreu~viiiiciiitiiio;ry;.wiiiaiiis

The Hare & Hounds travelled south last weekend for the
British Universities Cross
Country Championships at
Guildford in Surrey. Heavy
r~in and flooding ensured
that the conditions were the
worst since last week's race.
The mud around most of the
course was knee deep and for
the women's race, sleet made
the conditions even more
demanding.

;;;;;;;;;---=~~~=---=-==~==-1

with a vengeance. Val
iiimiiiisiiisiiie;d;.
has 110 cm on the upper ~·vlll\:0~··•1
T' ·
· bo
30c
m.
FOOTBALL
1gmes IS asting I

It was a successful week for all
the University sides with five
games pl~yed and five games
won. On Wednesday, the Yisitors
were Aberdeen, who had
Congratulations to Big
given the home sides some
upon his wedding on Mcmmtv
problems on their previous
Bruno met his match again
clashes this season. However,
Laura his long time rrirllf'ri••nn
the encounters at ~effermill
We can't think up any
were a different story. The
Jokes, sorry!
first team put six past a bewildered Aberdeen keeper, the
scorers being Chambers (3),
Ferguson, McArthur and
Kiely, and by all accounts it
Gav 'the boot' Hastings was could easily have been more
out at Murrayfield last night' with the Burgh men growing
catching up on some goal-kick- in confidence as the match
ing practice- oh well he's got progressed. The Seconds,
two weeks, but after Saturdays inspired by a Findlay hatperformance perhaps Chalm- trick in the opening 15
minutes, went ori to win by
ers is the man for the job.
five goals to one with the other
goals coming later on in the
game.

On Saturday, all three teams
dominated their opponents and,
for the first time in a long while,
notched up a maximum six points.
A treble from the talented but
undoubtedly muddy boots of
Davie Johnstone set up victory for
the 'ones'.
The second team, playing
against the old rivals of HerriotWatt, made hard work of what
should have been a relatively
;traightforward task, in beating
the visitors 3-l, with goals coming
from Garrett (2) and Cumiskey.
The most impressive performance
this week, however, was that of the
Colts team.
Their
first
Saturday
victory so far this year came at the
expense of a Scottish Widows side
who had only lost two games in the
last two season. They ran out 2-l
winners with the points secured by
the successful efforts of Captain
Sempill and Derek 'the new lad'.
Kev Cumiskey

In the women's race, Charlotte,
sister Rachael and Katy all placed
highly in a quality field. Edinburgh would have been in contention for the team prize had there
been a fourth counter. Unfortunately, the Scottish Champions
were unable to launch a title bid as
many of the team were unable to
make the very long journey down.
In the Mens Championship the
standard was exceptionally high
and the seven and a half miles provided a true test of stamina and
mettle. First home for the Haries
in his last B.U.S.F. competition
was Neil Thin. Close behind was
Adam Eyre-Walker whose diet of
Lilt on his shredded wheat for
breakfast seemed to work well.

w
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ning form.
The rewards were places in the
semi-finals, where the ladies were
blessed with a bye and a chance at
glory in the final. The strength of
St Andrews, however proved too
much, and the valiant girls were
sunk at last.
In the mens semi final, the captain was politely asked to take an
early bath after one too,...many an
outburst of uncouth language!
This loss meant that Glasgow A
were allowed to glide effortlessly
into the finals.
The B team just manage to
wrest the Bronze medal in a
scrappy bout , a controversial penalty deciding their fate . Second
and fourth are both excellent
results, and just goes to prove the.
mounting interest in this exciting
form of canoeing.
Sunday morning saw our
intrepid paddlers in slightly colder
water. It was the Scottish White
Water racing Championships in
decidedly sub-aquatic conditions
in Tayside. Upon arrival the water
is too dangerous for the Division
C race; a force 9 gale was enough
to make sure of that.
Scottish Champion, Ian Harkness
found the mud and pyjama modelling took it's toll, and came third
just ahead of a brilliant run by
Will Ramsbottom. 'Subway subaqua star' and pizza eater Jim
Garland also had a good run to
finish ahead of Captain, Hugh
Nicholson, also a pyjama fiend!
Notable performances were had
by gritty Aberdonian, Robin
'Whisky in hand' Sutherland, and
fast improving Toby. In the '8'
race, Allistair and Steve ran well,
though Steve again missed oat on
. the last place, due to too much
training! Julian Knight who quite
literally wasn't himself, thought
'sod this!' and dropped out after
half a mile!
Saturday night was somewhat
. ruined by the bureaucratic lunacy
of the Surrey University Union's
doorman who wouldn't let anyone
in without a matric card. Even the
assurance of the British Team
Manager that we were all students
were in vain. So, after a few drinks
we had a game of basketball and a
rock climbing competition.
Special thanks must go to
Demon Driver, Hugh Nicholson,
who had to stay sober to drive the
minibus. His efforts ensured that
the weekend went smoothly, and
his driving kept us on the edge of
our seats.
JULIAN DROPOUT

Creative,
enthusiastic
volunteers to
help promote

STUDENT
Call 558 1117/8
and ask for Mark,
or drop in at 48
The Pleasance
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Culture is riot for sale
IT ALL started two months ago, in
Palermo, chief town of Sicily but it
has nothing to do with the Mafia,
violence or crime. A group of studeq.ts from the local university took
over the faculty of Psychology.
They practically deprived the chancellor of his authority asking and
obtaining the keys of the building.
All lectures were "suspended" and
the classrooms became pressrooms, assembly rooms and dormitories. Since then the same thing
has happened in the faculties of Literature, Languages, Political Sciences of Rome, Genoa, Cagliari,
Catania, Naples, Perugia, Florence
and it threatens to spread to the
whole country.

Nobody thought it was possible, but it has
happened. Italian students woke up and are
now standing up for their rights. Could the
same happen here ? Paola Buonadonna
reports.

This is one of the reasons why this protest differs from that of 1968. Twenty
years ago the movement was divided in a
"left" and a "right", there was violence
and blood and the result was the formation of fascist and communist terrorist
groups which have been only recentl y
neutralised. Today's fight is peaceful ,
almost joyful. Let us be honest : the students are also having a lot of fun. They
organise committees, discussions , workshops in the rooms of the occupied faculties. They communicate through fax and
computers with their comrades in Naples,
Florence and Rome and proudly release
interviews ~ They cook their spaghetti in
the canteens and play the guitar before
falling asleep, exhausted, in their sleeping bags. feeling very happy about themselves.

The students are protesting against a
Bill of Law called Ruberti Reform
because it has been proposed by the
socialist Minister of -Research, Mr
Ruberti. The object of the Bill is the entry
of private business into the financial management of the universities , which are
now under the control of the state. The
proposal was controversial from the
beginning. If carried on, it would end up ,
in the long run , in a sort of privatisation of

Meanwhile, what are the politicians
doing? The whole thing is becoming very

The good news is that
universities would be more
affluent. But the bad news,
say students, would be very
bad indeed.

They cook their spaghetti in
the canteens and play the
· guitar before falling asleep
exhausted.
embarrassing for the Socialists and the
Christian Democrats who are in power.
They try to minimise, even to agree with
the "students' uneasiness" and it looks
like they will at least modify the Bill in its
more controversial points.

universities. The good news is that universities would be more affluent and
more efficiently organised. But the bad
news , say the students, would be very bad
indeed.
The entire operation in fact compromises the academic freedom of the
universities , which are cultural institutions· and not profit-making organisations . The big tycoons of industry would
certainly discriminate between the faculties, being much more interested in the
development of the scientific field, (engeneering, economics , electronics etc ),
than the so called Humanities , (literature, languages, and all which is not
directly productive). Research would be
enslaved by the interests of capital. And
so on.
Italian students are angry and active
again for the first time after years. They
declare to be "sick and tired" of the old
problems which are slowly killing their
universities, the never-ending lack of
funds , structures, organisation, the old
fashioned courses of studies and the
ubiquitous system of patronage. But they
are also conscious that the right and freedom of educa.tion themselves are at stake
now. Many of these students are the children of those who revolted against the
establishment in 1968. The appeal of the
"new 1968" is very strongly felt and newspapers tend to use this definition for

.1

every student demo; but the present
movement refuses any label and calls
itself "non-violent, plur;1list , democratic,
anti-fascist". The group is, to be sure,
very heterogeneous. There are many
F.G.C.l. (young communists), greens ,
pacifists, punks ( yes, punks!), even
people from extreme right groupings.
Their anger and their desire of fighting
for a better future unite them beyond
ideological and political cleavages, which
is quite extraordinary in a society as
highly polarised as the Italian.

FLORENCE CATHEDRAL:
THE STUDENTS OF THISl:JTY ARE UP IN ARMS TO DEFEND THEIR CULTURAL
HERITAGE
Pboto: P Buonadonna

Franco Busso, a student cur- to preserve the right to an indepen- ·
rent!y in occupation at the Univer- · dent education for everyone. Forsity of Bari, claims that the situa- tunately, the mood here is good.
tion is critical: "In the long term We have been in occupation for
this proposal aims to privatise the more than a week, but people are
universities. The effects will be very determined to stick it out. We
particularly serious in the South of want students in other countries to
Italy, where there is less industry understand our situation, and
and less potential backing. The messages of support have already
arts and humanities are likely to arrived from students' unions in
suffer everywhere, because they other parts of Europe. This is very
will not be a priority for big busi- good for our morale!"
ness. We know that we must fight
(Source: Dr David Ayers)

•

On 19th January Professor Cassese ,
one of the subscribers of the Ruberti
Reform , talked to the students of the
occupied university "La Sapienza" in
Rome . He said that the autonomy of universities from the state is, in itself, a
democratic value. It is part of the Italian
Constitution created to guard against the
centralised administration system of the
fascist period. He added that the connection between culture and business must
not be looked at as something evil. The
students politely· applauded, then send
him away shutting the main door after
him. They are there to stay. As one of
their spokesmen said :"We want to study
how to make life worth livi.ng and not how
to promote "Fiat'"s last car. Culture is
not on sale."

"Repubblica", one of the best known
Italian "quality" newspapers, gathered
the sense of the Reform in a cartoon.
Agnelli, owner of "Fiat" and symbol of
Italian capitalism, talking to the managing director of his company : "The students that we sponsor must study more
than the others. Otherwise we will sack
them ."

SCIENCE: THREE
MUTANT MICE ... SEE
HOW THEY RUN.
PLUS
ARTS: TRAVERSE'S
TALLY'S BLOOD

ana
The films of Kennetlz A~1ger have never failed to arouse controversy, and a major retrospective of his work and tbose many filmmakers influenced by him starting this week at the'Fil~house looks
set to raise many argitements again. Last month Anger gave a
lecture at the Filmlwuse and Kirsten Lass was there.

tll

lYING been told that Kenneth Anger's
to date are extremely bizarre and that he
gives publ;c lectures, I was
of
when I wert to hear him talk at the
However I was somewhat ·sappointed
what we were treated with was a series
excerpts from his films, int rspersed with
reasons for making them, their history, etc.
His lecture consisted basically of a chronology of
life, starting with his appearance in a version of A
summer Night's Dream at the age of 4 and ending wi
his last film to date. He digressed little which was a
shame since it was only then that one gained sany insight
into his character. Some insight seemed necessary since
the excerpts which were shown certainly were unorthodox if not downright weird.
Still, the digressions allowed one to appreciate to
some extent the psychology of this man who has gained
so much notoriety from his outlandish films.
Fireworks (1947) was his first film (made at 17 years)
to provoke scandal. It originated from a nightmare he'd
had and the result is a severely surreal psychodrama, the
perversity of which was not well received in America. It

won him a prize however in Cocteau's "Festival des
Films Maudits" (ie films which could not publicly be
shown) and served as his ·passport to Europe and into the
world of avant-garde film. It must be explained here that
all of Anger's films make use of stylised, non-naturalistic
movemfnt set to music (he loves. pop music) with little or
dialogue .
In the ensuing years he made several films - Eaux
;{Artifice, inaugeration of the Pleasure Dome (1954hts first colour film although he still prefers to work in
back and white), Scorpio Rising (his best known film),
I vocation Of My Demon Brother and Lucifer Rising.
hese titles are unusual in themselves and the films are
uch influenced by hallucinatory visions caused by
rugs. Fireworks in fact co-incided with his first experipces with LSD and he attempted to communicate such
e~periences in Inauguration Of The Pleasure Dome as he
iflieves very much that "some form of intoxicant is
9ecessary to the human species".
·
Tightly interlaced with opinions such as these are his
views on religion which he thinks is boring and contemptible. The code by which he lives runs along the lines of
'Do what thou wilt' which so far has served him well. He
talked of his hatred of monotony and his constant rejection of a 9-5 life. Scorpio Rising embodies this spirit of

~

rebellion and repudiation of religion. It mocks Jesus
Christ by paralleling Christ's journey on the donkey with
the race of the biker boys. It also became apparent that
Anger is a man deeply interested in cult rituals and
pagan beliefs. He talked much of the sexual and grotesque perversions· associated with them which are ignored
(and he thinks this is wrong) by today's society .•
His opinions on evil and the devil are aiso unorthodox
and, as he spoke about Lucifer Rising, one learnt that he
believes Lucifer to be the bringer of light (lux=light
fero=lloving(: a fallen angel rather than a devil , and to
be the "embodiment of all gorgeous things on earth"
(such as colour, texture, the arts, displays of splendour,
etc). He believes that demons in fact energised the
world.
His final thought, which did demand consideration,
was that Lucifer is the jockey who rides on the back of
humanity: the horse. As he said, though , this is his
insight and "you can take it or leave it."
So although the matter-of-fact layout of his lecture
was disappointing, his comments were interesting
enough and the excerpts bizarre enough for me t.o
recommend anyone to go and see the coming spate of hts
films at the Filmhouse ip February.
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Rape, the most horrific crime that can be
perpetuated against women, is on the increase in
Britain. Each day an average of seven sex attacks
take place. Yet our legal system, by its brutal
tactics toward those on the witness stand and its
refusal to adequately punish many offenders,
appears to condone the offence. Wendy Erskine
Steele questions society's attitude.
For confidential help and advice call:
Rape Crisis 556 9437
Nightline 557 444~
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ape is a big issue, one with no start and
no conclusion. It is something which
ca.uses fear, pain and horror; brings
blame and rarely a solution. It is
0 know how to deal with the subject,
d · ing female, the point at which I may
gical state of agreement as to what it
ses probably does not exist.
many ways to approach the societal 'nasty'
f rapt legal definition in no way covers all the facrs ed. For rape is not a phenomenon which
pendantly of thought. In a recent report entith in Numbers', the London Rape Crisis
ts a chilling picture, stating that "The myth
committed by a madman in an alley is widely
d strongly enforced by the media ...... this
t rapists are recognisable and in some way difthe men we know". However evidence reves y 2% of rapes occur through surprise attack
a an by a stranger. And also, statistically and
cally rape is shown to be virtually always preedi ; that is , they are not acts of unbridled lust , but
nded crimes prepared for through use of
~eception or more than one assailant.
!to deal with this subject, I consulted the Edine Crisis Centre and asked for an interview.

umber of rape offences in
n d and Wales notified to the
'n1987was 2500./nScotland
ere 241.26% went onfor trial
crown Court, of which onere acquitted. There were also
P offences of indecent assault;
Scotland.
ntacted Edinburgh and Lothian Borders
a~k them if they could comment upon their

hey in dealing with rape and attacks on
sexual nature.
nburgh Rape Crisis Centre is a collective of
o·offer a support system for women who have·
pe or sexual assault. They also act as a preswith the intention of changing society's
. owards rape. The group was set up in 1977,
~ seen by women that there was a need to proSI r those involved in sex crimes. All those who
olunteers, and only recently have they man*'~~e some grant funding.
ns1s agree never to use the word 'victim' to
he woman who has been raped or sexually
fter such an attack they say to call her a vicrce her to assume a passive stereotype. It is
hat after this the initial {eeling for the woman
erwhelms her life - "But it is still nQt all she
ary policy of Rape Crisis is to listen to the

ier. They provide support either by telephone
face.' and a great deal of their time is spent
fnends, family and other support agencies
o lo try and understand what anguish a woman
ough.
e Crisis and the Police revealed similar sentints ~ a~proached about this sensitive subject.
~ _Isa~IOn naturally expressed the desire for
15
~Iss feelings of guilt and blame, and would
. higher conviction rate for rapists. And yet,
r ng to Detective Sergeant Ross of the newly
omen and Child Unit- set up after a despern s observed to help victims of sex abuse- I was
. ded that the Police force assume an
ve enough stance on the subject, and indeed
m somewhat laconic with their statistical evidvice .
Police were prepared to tell me was that the
ape offences in England and Wales notified

to the Police in 1987 was 2500. In Scotland there were
241. Twenty-six per cent went on for trial at the Crown
Court, of which one-third were acquited. There were
also 13,000 offences of indecent assault, and 1383 in
Scotland. However, upon looking at the Edinburgh
Rape Crisis figures, it was revealed that at least half of
the women who call Rape Crisis after an attack choose
·not to report it to the Police, and recent American surveys estimate that as few as one in ten actually do so.
When I asked Det.Ser. Ross if this depressed her and
her colleagues, she merely shrugged and said, "What
can we do?". Of course the situation is much the same
with women who decide initially to report a crime and
then find the whole court procedure too humiliating.
How did she f~el about that? "Helpless ....... because it
does not help the woman, the man who is accused of the
crime, and the Police in their conviction rate".
till , after analysing reports of court procedures
concerning this crime I can understand fully the
futility that a woman feels after being subjected
to such a crime. For the British legal system
appears to condone rape by its brutal tactics towards
women on the witness stand, and its refusal to
adequately punish many offenders. Even when there is
enough evidence to convict, there is a 'moral' perspective which influences juries, who may not approve of the
lifestyle or personality of the woman and assume that
she asked for or even deserved the attack.
Thus many women often emerge from court shocked
and appalled that such outrageous and unjust attitudes
to rape are still considered normal in our courts. According to 'Sexual Violence: the Reality for Women', typical
defence questioning alloed bwy the judge might be: Did
you enjoy it? Why didn't you try to escape? You asked
him to do it, didn't you? This unacceptable contempt of
the law, this betrayal by the system, feels to most who go
through it like another form of rape.
Why a woman would decide that it might not be in her
best interests to report a crime of rape starts us on a complex trip dealing mainly with the blame factor arising out
of society's beliefs about who and what a woman subjected to rape is.
The issues involved around the subject of rape make
dealing with attitudes extremely difficult. Rape could be
described as any form of sexual intimacy forced upon a
woman. However society demands a much narrower
legal definition. Thus in law rape is defined as forcible
penetration pf the vagina by the penis. What this therefore excludes, and what falls to a far lesser charge, is
penetration by hands or objects which are said to carry
no risk of insertion of semen and thus no violation of the
women's ability to bear legitimate children. But is there
really a reduction in the level of degredation suffered
between the two evils?
This touches upon the topic of pornography. In an
article in 'The Independent', dated April 171989, two
researchers set out to enter high street newsagents to
buy examples of porn, ranging from topless snaps and
naked frolics to the real hard core stuff.
What the two male researchers revealed was profoundly upsetting. A popular image was to suggest
women as young childlike girls - unnerving as we begin
to uncover the mammoth horror of incest and
paedophilia in our society - or with weapons being
inserted into the woman, or with woman portrayed as
being excited by violent abuse of their bodies. Evidence
revealing that such publications do affect men's ideas of
women would then add more weight to the Clare Short
Bill to prevent publication of Page Three Pin-up girls in
newspapers. Too many 'average men on the street' see it
as nothing more than good clean fun. But where does the
so-called 'cleanliness' of it all end and become something else?
Some man commented to Claire Short when she was
originally pressing forward with her Bill that, "You are
against pornography just because you are too ugly to
rape". Apart from this frightening connection between
sexual attacks and porn, reports reveal that physical o do
with the rapists gone to the High Court, the ages of
females have ranged from 10 months to 91 years of age .

S

n<!ther frustration involved is that while we
may stereotype the rape victim, we tend to
make a similar definition of the rapist .
Quite often interyiews are published where
the families and friends of a convicted rapist refuse to

A

believe the evidence in court, as the man in question is a
"grand chap, a Mason, devoted to his chil&en ..... ". In
fact most cases brought to court show that the man, upon
examination, is found not to be mentally ill.
In highlighting some of the myths involved in rape we
are led to the politics of the issue itself. If the myths of
rape are society's response to the problem, then the politics of the monster would seem to lie beneath the surface
of society itself. Rape is violence against women. It is a
crime by men against women. The Edinburgh Rape
Crisis Centre report of 1978-1988 suggests that it is an
offence perpetrated to sustain male domination over
women, and a method of controlling them within society. On a more individual level it is an expression of
hatred against the opposite sex.
From the beginning girls are so affected by ocialization as to behave passively, prettily and co-operatively.
Male children are taught to adopt fighting attitudes, on
the other hand. Throughout the teenage years, girls are
psychologically conditioned to attract boys, but not to
make such an approach obvious or direct. Sex can be
traded, it is seen as something that if not given in equal
exchange then can be bought, or at worst taken .
This creates a masculine aggression with a female passivity. Life for women can seem to be little more than a
sexual trap, not to be too tro!Jblesome when a confrontation accurs. After all, what's in a wolf whistle? Is is

A recent survey in 'Cosmopolitan'
provided some shocking results.
Apparently"would you like to come
up for a coffee?" has an entirely
different connotation for men. 55%
reckoned that this meant that the
woman who asked it really wanted to
go to bed with them.
designed to Hatter only? At least we are conditioned to
accept it as such.
here does not seem to be a safe middle way by
which a woman can be both polite and reasonable whilst maintaining her dignity amongst men.
There should be no need to reach extremist positions in order to hysterically protect our rights.
But sometimes it would appear necessary. A recent
article in 'Cosmopolitan', issue dated November 1989,
entitled "The Things that Men Assume about Women",
was researched by a man who collected the views of his
friends and colleagues to show the attitudes of the 'newage man'. The survey provided some shocking results.
apparently "Would you like to come up for a coffee?"
has an entirely different connotation for the men who
were asked to comment. 55% reckoned that this meant
that the women who asked it really wanted to go to bed
with them, and that they were in with a healthy chance of
more then Nescafe. So much for the liberated, sensitive
man.
The crime of rape is a hard issue to face then, lying as
it does beneath a tissue of faults and popular misconceptions about women and their personal rights. These
faults lie partly with the justice system which is predominantly male and archaic. The examples I heard from
Rape Crisis of typical court cases are deeply depressing.
I do not wish to mention them, enough to say that a need
for change exists.
Women feel powerless to voice their rights for fear of
retribution or purely no response at all. This tortured
inarticulate silence seems to be a common factor which
unites the experience of being a woman.
One day though I hope that people will take whole
responsibility for their individual lives, and that they
would think to take pride in their behaviour and respect
the lives and rights of others. Men need to change their
attitudes, but they will not if we right them all off as criminals. As one woman who has suffered rape commented,
"We need to make them our allies in fighting thi - not
our enemies".
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CLAYTOWN TROUPE/
UNDERNEATH WHAT
The Venue

SATURDAY night was
value for money night, as
Claytown Troupe and Under
Neath What joined forces at
FAITH NO MORE
the Venue for a double bill
•
Network
which sold out pretty fast, an
of the growing
indication
PICTURE a powerchord,
of
both bands.
popularity
theM add a monster funk
bcfss, relentless Afro rhythm,
When I last saw Under Neath
and an atmospheric synth.
What is it? It's contradiction, What two years ago they were
the essence of Faith No shite, and now they're , well, urn ,
okay I suppose . A hairy threeMore.
piece 'gothy' band , the bass player
was pissed, the singer mouthed off
The band came on (from out of continuously , and the drummer
nowhere?) and ripped through
just drummed . Not bad , not parthe first half dozen songs with ticularly good.
hardly a pause for breath . The
packed house went wild. There
was nothing missing, the band had
Claytown Troupe are a diffemusical ability, commitment, var- rent kettle of fish. Add a touch of
·i ety (a brief foray into Pump Up metal , a hint of goth and a small
The Jam) , and humour - "This dash of pop to a standard rock forone's called Robert The Bruce Is mula and you may get the idea.
Gay" . The whole band sweated Although not particularly original
pints , and Mike Bordin (drums) in style, their musical competen ce
literally bled for the beat. Special and attitude would have blown
mention must go to new vocalist UnderNeath What off the stage.
Mike Patton, who has firmly If ~ither of these 'wo is destined
established himself as part of the fo p greather things it is Claytown
band. He doesn't ooze the Troupe , who deserve it, and I
attitude of Chuck Mosely , but he wouldn 't be surprised to hear the
is a talented singer and a charis- sounds of "Hey Lord" echoing
matic frontman in his own right. · 1 around Wembley arena in the notFaith No More are dead - Long so-distant future.
live Faith No More!
Mike Ho!"sburgh

Simon Kellas

Plwto: Scott McFarlane

edge; Neil Sommerville givDAVE ROBB AND THE ing a shimmering lesson in
FILMMAKERS/KITH AND drumming and Jenny's fiddle
KIN
providing a perfect compliment to Robb's voice.
The Venue

DISPLAYING more confidence and precision than
ever before, Dave Robb took
the · venue by storm. As
always, his bouzouki playing
·provided the focus for most
of the songs. With the new
bass player adding a funkier

ing frenzy. Mickey's voice glistened with tenderness ; the bass
and drums of brothers Conrad
·and Willy provided a strong base
for the rest of the music. The versatility of Ben Molleson was•
inspiring - beautifully haunting
pipes on "Heartcry", energetic
fiddle on "Discovery Road" and
accordian on "Wet City Nights" .

JESSE GARON AND THE T heir set was brilliant, n e~ songs
DESPERADOES
like "D eliverance" and "Hold Me
Potierow

THERE can't be
many bands in Scotland less
than
the
fortunate
The highlights of the set had to
Every
time
I
Desperadoes.
be the glorious " Border Lines"
. see them play live they have .
and the uplifting "Come To Me
improved, and yet they still
Now" - a song dedicated to East
Kith And Kin showed , along fail to gain the popular .
German friends .
with the Filmmakers, they are one
Sharing the bill , Kith and Kin of Edinburgh's best unsigned acclaim .they deserve ' f ur th er
played with an unbridled hunger talents.
confirmmg my suspicions
and enthusiasm. The infectiously
that success is inversely
melodic "Shining Through" sent
related to talent.
the front of the house into a danc-

Alasdair Kelly

I really don't understand it.

~ompetition
PARK
WEST
DIESEL
ENERGY ORCHARD
The Venue

musical failings and u originality.

Diesel Park West were appal-

AS A fourteen year old I ling. Their name obviously is
remember feeling personally designed to provoke images of
insulted every time critics' trans-continental and Yorkies;
their name been mo}e replikened Big Country's guitar- had
resentative of their music l would
sound to bagpipes. Somehow have been listening to the far less
the Celtic crusade provided ' romantic Diesel Park WestiBroman escape for all my teenage . wich . They were dirty , ugly, tuneHad
Energy less andjust plain dreadful. I can't
anxieties.
Orchard been around then. understand how people can waste
they might have championed time and money on such drivel.
The between-song banter would
my cause, but all they remind have been more appropriate for a
. me of now is times past. Pas- stadium audience than for a
sionate guitar-playing over- barely three-quarters full Venue .
Tonight , as sometime happens ,
laid tribal and military
support band outshone their
the
·rhythms as they gave a spiheadlining partners. It wasn't
. rited and committed perfor- hard.
mance. Their conviction succeeded ~n- · obs_c uring their
Magnus Willis

HERE we go again. Another
competition , more wonderful
prizes and lots of happiness in
Edinburgh's student population.
This week even we think we've
surpassed ourselves with two pairs
of tickets on offer for the longanticipated show by The Cramps.
in Glasgow on Feb 21st.
To get your mits on these lustedafter objects simply tell us the
name of The Cramps' last album.
Answers to the Student offices by
Monday 12th February.
Three people did just that in
response to the recent Lightning
Seeds
competition:
Stephen
Moore, 9 Spottiswoode Road)
John Donald, 56 Warrender Park
Road; and Stephanie Ball , 10 St
Mary's Street: They can collect
their prizes on Friday at the Stude_nt offices .

Now" almost eclipsing old favourites like "The Ada m Faith Experie nce". Vocalist An drew Tully has
a promising career in alternative
comedy awaiting him if his plans
for pop stardo m fall through; but
can the D esperadoes really get
much better and still remain
unknown. (Absolutely - Ed.) I
hope not. B~cau~e one ?f these
days th~y m1ght JUSt dec1de. that
enough 1s enough and pack 1t all
in. And that would make me very
sad and very , very angry.

& results
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FRIENDS OF HARRY
Friends Of Harry Allied
Cassette
A RECENT Saturday night at
The Broken Doll in Newcastle, a
close runner up to the Black Hole
of Calcutta in any competition for
seedy dens of iniquity. Outside
.it's snowing. Things look distinctly unpromising. Then six

GREEN ON RED 1
Couldn't Get Arr~tsted
China 12"
WHEN Green On Red first came
on the scene a few years ago they
distinguished themselves by
sounding almost exactly like Neil
Young. Couldn't Get Arrested is
a progression from those early
days; it sounds almost exactly like
Neil Young impersonating Bob
Dylan. The b-side Broken Radio
sounds like Neil Young being
impersonated by Jeffrey Lee
Pierce. Both are perfectly pleasant and plaintive slices of yearning
red neck melancholia (it sez here).
Nowt special, though.

people with_,smiles as wide as the
Tyne take to the stage and life
immediately looks up again.
Make no mistakes, given the right
breaks Friends Of Harry are
speedily heading for the door
marked 'success'.
This four-track cassette, whilst
not quite matching the sparkle of
the live incarnation of the band,
still gives ample warning of what

TEARDROP EXPLODES
Serious Danger·
.Fontana Single
THIS IS very strange indeed.
Our Julian's voice battles joyfully
with this primitive Acid track to
produce a dance floor hybrid that
is as mutant as it is breathtaking.
But as the "missing" Teardrop
Explodes LP is poised to hit the
streets, it raises one problem: if
this was recorded in 1982 it is ·

we have on hands. With a vibrant
mix of accordian, double bass and
guitar, spurred on by a pounding
rhythm section, they produce a •
sound reminiscent of The Pogues
or The Waterboys, not so much
because of the type of music on
offer, but because of the
enthusiasm and joy (the spirit, if
you like) which permeates the
whole thing.

without doubt a work of genius as
it preceeds the Acid House
"genre" by some six years. So
either Julian is the genius we all
know he is, or Julian is also the
barefaced liar we know he is.
"Don't expect my honest words"
warns Julian, as he singlehandedly invents House music. But
whether seriously re mixed or not,
it's still seriously brilliant and
worth the eight year wait.
Keiron Mellotte

Stephen. Barnaby .

IT'S back to basics time with
the songwriters' songwriter as
Andy returns to doing what he
· does best, clever lyrics matched
with a simple but irresistably
infectious melody. The complicated arrangements of the last LP
are swapped for a simple and
more effective form of acoustic

THE LIGHTNING SEEDS
Cloudcuckooland
Ghetto LP
ANY six-year-old will tell you
that cream cakes are great, but if
. you eat too many you'll be sick.
· Such is the problem for The
Lightning Seeds. When they
floated nto the summer top ten
with the lightweight but likeable
"Pure", it was, rightly , seen by
many as the sweet treat in an
otherwise bland diet of Kylie,
Sonia, Bros and the rest. However, multiplied by ten and put on
an album, at least a slightly nauseous feeling seems inevitable.

Tcio much of the rest is pop-bynumbers, harmless enough but
lacking any real bite. Of course
Broudie's voice doesn't exactly
help here ; truly the man could
graphically recount the gruesome
axe murder of his parents and still
sound li)<e he was describing a
plank warping in the rain.

BLUE AEROPLANES
Jacket Hangs
Chrysalis 7"
RICHLY, ponderously struck
guitar chords introduce the Blue
Aeroplanes' fi)'lest hour to date.
Jacket Hangs is a song of menace,
feeding of Gerard Langley's

sane-insane ramblings ... "Jacket
hangs, just go, you're inside ... ",
and all the while the guitars roam
around, theatrening something al
!together rather nasty. Jacket
Hangs has the claustrophobic
doom of Goth, but the inspirational spice of erm, Sonia . I think.
Craig McLean

Keiron Mfllotte

the old bands partnership.
· for a filmtrack add a catchy and
· Vigil in a wilderness of mirrors
.atmospheric dimension to this
sees Fish potter in and out of Mr
first solo venture.
' Bens wardrobe of styles, a laid
Significantly dropping words
back Ferry look for 'State of
for words sake , lyrics as usual
, Mind', and a fish-eye interpretahold a conceptual theme, illustion of Peter Gabriels 'Big Time'
trated by an excessively compliFish is in love, as socially confor 'Big Wedge' caters for the
cated cover. The hill is Fish's
cerned as ever, and glad to be on
current symbol, and he's on top of
his own. Escaping from a static . singles so far. Ultimately, the
album maintains a prog-rock feel,
it looking down. The jester is
band line up sees him experimentwhilst being camouflaged under a
dumped in a radioactive waste·ing with and susceptible to new
much more accessible, and up to
can. The crucifixion spews blood.
ideas. This eight-track result is
date sheepskin. Sure, the Pink
Planes crash, idols fall, and cities
refreshing, moving away from
Floyd look still fits, but folksy
burn. An Apocalyptic vision
that Marillion sound, yet not so
orientated songs, and backgrouHd
wrapped around the second comfar for it to be a disappointing
ing?
The big ego is back! Fish may
.
guitar
wai!s
that
seem
appropriate
departure for those who cherished

'FISH
Vigil In A Wilderness Of
·Mirrors
EMILP

John Tuson

Only the opening track, All I
Want , sees chief Seed Ian Broudie
move away from the safe and
inoffensive "Pure" formula with a
nod to his old collaborators, The
Bunnymen, and the sort of tune
I an McCulloch has spent years
looking for.

ANDYWHITE
Six String Street
Cooking Vinyl Single

rock. Andy wears his heart on his
sleeve yet again in an almost
jubilant fashion and the result is a
three minute high of pure pop
brilliance; upbeat and uplifting, a
marked departure from his more
gloomy vinyl outings. The Belfast
balladeer shifts his attention back
to home as he reminisces about
past and present loves, even
mentioning his employment as
. Wogan's researcher, something I
personally would have kept quiet
about. Rave on Andy White.

Catch them live if you can or
alternatively this tape is available
for £2.50 from Allied Agency, F6
Tottenham Court Road, London.
As record companies desperately
look for the next big thing, it can't
be long before Friends Of Harry
find their rightful position in the
music world.

That said, there are well-written and crafted songs which
suggest that given some extra
inspiration or innovation , something to temper the overbearing
niceness of it all, The Seeds could
well provide a rich harvest yet.
For the moment though it's a case
of mild stomach-ache and a bucketful of unfulfilled potential.
Robin Mitchell

not be as suave and sophisticated
as he would like to be, but he can
still present an offering that spits
and sparkles for the masses. The
cynics may pass it off as another
unfortunate phase of a rottinglivered hippy~ the initiated may
mull over its every detail as a new
gospel from the Scottish messiah,
but whatever category you fall
into, let me tell you now- it's
going to be a long while before
this guy dries up or out.
Alison Brown
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young lovers.
The serious themes then stood
clumsily
within the context of the play and the most sinister example of cultural prejudice.
thugs braying for the blood of the
immigrant Italians (Tally's) on
that country's entry to the war
was unconvincing. There wa~ ·
nothing new in the exploration of
this theme, essentially it was a
fairly conventional treatment of a
familiar idea. In the words of one
immigrant, "I used to think I was
lucky. l thought I had two countries, now I feel I have none" .
split loyalties, displacement , it's
all been said before and probably
better.

TALLY'S BLOOD
Traverse Theatre
Until 11 February
THE proverbial "simple love
story" was the framework
upon which the heavyweight
theme's of cultural prejudice
and identity were not so
much hung but blabbed on;
to gel and eventually solidify
the Traverse's latest production. "Tally's Blood" written
by writer in residence, Ann di
Mumbra received it's premierelast Friday.
The love aspect was provided
by Lucia and Hughie as we witnessed their development from
gawky children into embarassingly
earnest · sweethearts,
before, across and beyond the.war
years; whilst the cultural prejudice/identity was courtesy of
Lucia's Italian cousin and guar·
dian Posinella.
It was the sort of play that, had . L:':'"""'"::-:---:-"""':"'-:-"""':"'------.---.....:.:;.....,___~....-----........._-......._..._.....:..._..___....J
it been performed in a West End Hugh and Lucia Swing
had mediocrity, conventionality and of the play were handled with a tily reproduced the awkward and
theatre,
would
have
billboards outside describing it as that little hint of mild diversion delicate sense of the comic and · hapless mannerisms of the youngBlyth Duff and P,aul Nivison as more's the pity really that they
"DELIGHTfUL"- Daily Mail which, that word conjours up).
(with all the associations of
Certainly the lighter moments the youngLucia and Hughie wit- had to become such dorkish
locate hidden gold deposits and

THE LAST VOYAGE OF the subsequent detination of Tre- HUISCLOS
LONG JOHN SILVER
asure Island is about to occur. Adam House Theatre
Though set two hundred years
Theatre Workshop
after the original story, the acquis- 30 January- 2 February
31 January- 1 February
ition of wealth is therefore still at
the root of the plot and although "WHATEVER CIRCLE of ·
"YO HO HO" is a sound power politics and "ozone- hell we live in I think we are
often heard during the per- friendly" grenades have taken the free to break out" said Jeanformance of "The Last Voy- place of cutlasses and pirate rival- Paul Sartre in "L'Etre et le
age of Long John Silver", a ries, the underlying theme is still Neant" and it is around this
show produced by Cornwall the same as ever.
theme that his play "Huis
based Kneehigh Theatre who
Described as "e~citing and Clos" centres. It focuses on
are currently on a national imaginative visual theatre", the the interaction between alestour. Jolly Rogers, treasure production uses music, dance and bian, journalist and Parisian
d
a sparse amount of scenery to prochests, and the legen ary duce an atmospheric setting. socialite who are incarcerbottles of rum appear in . Dante Agostini is amusing and ated together in one, bare
abundance throughout the convincing as Long John Silver room of hell, amongst a
play, and even though Long and both humour and intensity labyrinth of corridors. The
John Silver is now retired in are portrayed by the cast as a characters are at first amazed
the twentieth century he is· whole, so that the show is enter."still taking part in swashbuck- ~ainin~ as well as at_ times frighten. .

hng, ~lory-seekmg antics.

.

.

mg, with the hauntmg appearance
of spirits and skeletons.

Set in South America, the play
opens with the spirit of Robert
Louis Stevenson evoking Long
John Silver from the past. Silver
soon 1 acquires an . unusual crew
and sets sail in the resurrected
"Hispaniola", heading directly for
Treasure Island. However, Network, a Spy Agency, are torturing
thc;:_island's inhabitants in order to

Aimed at all ages, the play
appealed to both adults and chiidren alike ~ and although the
underlying themes may have been
missed by the younger members
of the audience, the exciting
melodrama of skulls, cross- bones
and sword fights ensured that the
play was visually effective and
entertaining.
Catharine May

•

prevzew
EL CONCIERTO DE SAN
OVIDIO
AdamHouse
14-16 February
THE LATEST production
by the department of Hispanic Studies is engaging
stuff even for those who
speak no Spanish.
Antonio Buera Vallejo wrote
El Concierto de San Ovidio in
1962, basing it loosely on a true
story. Set in 1771 France, it is the
stirring tale of a group of blind
musicians plucked from the
poorhouse by the sweet-talking
Valindin whose pronise to fashion
them into an orchestra is alluring
but empty. What the unscrupul. ous entrepreneur really has in
· mind is to dress them in absurd
costumes and install them in a
freak show.
Everything then turns on this
nefarious piece of duplicity and
sensing that something is awry,
David, the blind leader is soori

The structure of the play was
not conducive to any profound
development of the theme and too·
often the short, clipped themes
disrupted the attention span . The
characters as they stood were
however, both professionally and
sensitively presented. In particular, Vincent Friel stood out as he
accomplished
a
theatrical
pirouette, from an amusing suave
Romeo to the sweaty chauvenistic
figure of Lucia 's father. Given the
unremarkable nature of the material, the performances were ere~
ditable.
SungKhang

at the absence of any instru- The apt simplicity of the sce~ery
ments of torture but they and the sensitive reading of the
script allowed the audience to feel
gradually realise that the the eternal abyss the characters
wretchedness of their situa- confronted and their psychologition lies in the way their per- cal suffering. Each character,
sonalities will grate against whilst taking part in the main
one another until eternity. action of the play also conveyed
The lesbian and journalist · an inner tension, which was not
attack one another by man- made explicit to the other performers.
ipulating the affections of the
The ill most inevitable staticiticy
Parisian socialite while they
of the situation was avoided by the
all writhe with the memory of
use of the whole stage and dramatheir past crimes which have tic interaction between the
placed them in hell. The tor- characters.
ture of hell for them is
The show was definitely worth a
viewing for French speakers,
psyc~ological and eternal.
Les Escogriffes exploited this
theme of the barennessand 'emptiness of hell to its full potential.
chafing against his self-serving
patron . .Neither does this scheme
sit well with Valindin's lover
whose loyalties begin to wander.
All the passion, music and
movement make for a spectacle
that is spirited and very visual and
there is always a lively and lucid
synopsis in the programme should
you lose your way in the plot.

perhaps the only truly disappointing aspect being the poor audience turnout.
Roseann Witson .
. revoltingly grotesque characters
and an outsta?ding performan_ce
. from John Hill as the smuttily
singing Freud._ This _is surely a·
must for all with a bit of knowledge of German and also an ·
odds-on bet for success at ne~t
months G~rman Drama Week m
Lancaster_

•••••lllillll•••••LUCIFER'S BELL
Bedlam Theatre
Wednesday 14th February

DIE
KLEINBURGERHOCHZEIT
MILTON McKinley, a hopeAdam House
less alcoholic and drifter,
7-9 February
wakes up one morning to find
THIS year's offering from the the Devil waiting for his soul.
· EU's German Drama Group As eager as he is to question .
promises to &0 down in the Lucifer about Life, the Uniannals as another classic verse and everything else, he
' under the inspired direction also has to outwit him to save
of
debutante
Helga his own skin.
Schwalm. One of Bertolt • This is "Lucifer's Bell", new
Brecht's first plays, written play by student Chris Young
before his dramatic theories which comes to the Bedlam this
got the better of him.
Wednesday lunchtime. Directed

a

Inspired by Bavarian stand-up
comic Karl Valentin, the play is a
biting social satire of petty
.; bourgeois social values at a shot-.
, gun wedding. Look out-for some

by Jonny Mallett, the play-script
is being adapted into a screenplay
by the author and Tassos Stevens,
to be filmed over Easter by rising
independent film company Dead·
Fly Films.
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burnt or eaten away.

THE ARTIST'S CHOICE
Less exciting is the work of
Kevin Henderson which means
369 Gallery
very little out of the context of the
until24 February
rest of his work and therefore
THIS IS an annual exhibition · appe~r as sim~ly bad pieces of
.
. techmcal drawmg. Annie Catselected by the artists resi- trell's "Worth Waiting For", is a
dent. at the 369 Gallery strange!) erotic, evocative and
studiOS : contemporary art humourous piece. Composed of
chosen by other contempor- wood, formica, stocking, beans ,
ary artists- does it work? One rice ~nd sprin.gs, it leaves a lot to
would like to say yes but, the the tma~matwn but n~t " much
truth is that the mish mash beyond tt.. Jane H~slop s S~nta
.
Conversez10ne, Samt Sebastian ,
created .by ~orks S? diverse Dyburgh Abbey" is worth a mena.nd vaned m quahty looks tion. Modifying the old-age theme
simply thrown together.
. of the martyrdom of St. Sebastian
who is presented as a mannequinFew of the works (and there are type figure, set on a pedestal with
only ten of them) are outstanding. no arms, legs or head and only
John Kraska's untitled painting simple shafts stuck into the torso.
with bannersdoes:however create With it's terracotta colouring and
an impact. Reminiscent of Jasper gold-leaf detail, the piece Is
John's painting "Flag", he has evocative of a modern-day renaisgone further in relating his own sance.
work to. contemporary events.
R ed silk banners, knotted
Some works are, quite frankly,
symbolllcally)
and . incomprehensible to the average
(perhaps
resplendent with Chinese charac- viewer (but presumably not to the
te rs hang on ether side of the artists who chose them). Rather
painting~ The painting itself is an inevitably an exhibition chosen by
amalgamation and a deterioration artists becomes an exhibition for
of the flags of the Soviet Union, artists. The ensemble of works
China and Britain and the artist's presented would almost certainly
technique gives the illusion that not be the public's choice.
the various flags have either been ·
Victoria O'Brien

PRINTS FROM SCOTTISH
ART COLLEGES
Edinburgh
Printmakers
Workshop and Gallery
until 23 February
TUCKED AWAY in Union
Street, the Printmakers Gallery (a huge converted
steamhouse) , hosts a presentation of monoprints, etchings and woodcuts selected
from the four Scottish Art
Colleges.
The rhythmic
sounds of the presses and thesmells of lino and printing ink
rising from the workshop
beneath, provides a suitable
accompaniment to the visual
experience of these works
which, set within the original
. context of their conception,
are made curiously more
approachable.
The gallery space is large and
full of light which sets off the dark
and serious nature of the prints.
The medium requires contrast of
tone and deliberate composition
which have been diversely hand- ·
led yet, the control and sombre
throughout
finally
approach
leaves the pallette too dry, thirsting for some colour. -The intensity

of Peter Yearworth's lithographic
self-portrait, "A La Freud" sets
the melancholic tone which is
echoed in Michael Agnew's excellent still life, in Alan Sneddon's
landscapes and within Nina
Pope's absorbing "Woman in a
Bath".

RECENT WORK BY SYLVIA VON HARTMANN
RSW
Open Eye Gallery
until 15 February
A CHILDLIKE sweetness
and delicacy is the first thing
you will notice in this charming co11ection of recent works
by Sylvia von Hartmann.
Witness a fairytale world of
dreamlike intensity; recognisable objects drifting in
unrecognisable settings that
delight yet mystify the viewer.

THE CORE
The Gilded Balloon
February 3

This exhibition is definitely a
worthwhile one and the workshop
certainly demands a visit. It enables art students to share the
experience of showing their ~ork
alongside contemporaries and
gives something of an impression
of current trends in the colleges
and of their collective standards.
It also reminds us of the availability of art at realistic prices beyond
the sacred affairs at the auction
houses.
Toby Gaugh

DRAPED IN A beige that
would have put Habitat cushions to shame, host Bob
Downe belted out a "heartfelt" version of "New York,
New York". With a mix of
song and a good measure of
audience ridicule he set off
"The Core's" evening of
stand up comedy.
Downe's high camp made way

A warm welcome awaits you at the

You can take it
and ...

ARGYLE
BAR

more! University ain't as hard as they said lt was. Hell,
you're on your way to a brilliant career!

bright watercolour and gold filigree. A myriad of tiny nicks in the
wax layer gives a highly detailed,
precise look to these small paintings and a slight smudginess in
some lends an air of mystery. The
artist loves to use poetic symbols
in her work; birds, fish , and flowers feature strongly. In "The
Timeless Postcard", plant forms,
bulbs and leaves seem to dance
gently, floating in an undefined
space which gives the painting a
rare magical quality.

for the gentle, · philosophical
humour of Gordon Robertson .
Pointing out the absurdities o(
nursery rhymes , football commentators and space exploration
his sharp, witty asides grabbed the
audience's imagination.
Next came -Donna MacPhail
who covered a lot of topical is ues
but found her finest moments with
tales of childbirth, shrines to
Marks and Spencers and cutting
remarks on the new age of man.
Using Enid Blyton as her role
model she could not fail to give an
assured performance of quality.
The host re-entered after yet
another costume change, now
wearing flares that the Stone

Alaisdair Kelly

SHOP

MOUNTAIN BIKES
FOR SALE OR HIRE

15 Argyle Place
Edinburgh

Roses might have thought twice
about, to present the top of the
bill act, Mark Steel.
A gre11t perpetrator of savage
political satire, he executed good
impersonations of Ben Elton and
Neil Kinnock . While most of hi
routines were razor sharp, there is
such a thing as too much of a good
thing. As the slot stretched over
the hour mark sporadic conversations broke out among the audience as attention spans burst.
Mark Steel is a good comedian,
but will only find greatness if he
learns how to leave an audience
wanting more.

BIKE

OPENALLDAY

You'll find us at

Hester Marriott
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dream
happening
inside.
Although confu ingly titled, these
small· scale works have an
enchanting delicacy which calls to
mind the work of artists like Klee
and Chagall.
Also on display is the imposing
lustre
pottery
of Andrew
Broughton-Tompkins in a severe
classical style softened by its rich
turquoise colour. These large
heavy pots are raku-glazed; the
beautiful cracked glaze look
achieved by taking the ware out of
the kiln when still very hot and
cooling it suddenly in cold water
or sand. Also worth a look is the
architecturally inspired work of
James Furneaux, a collection of
dark heavy watercolours outlined
in spiky black, which are in sharp
contrast to the rest of this months
painting on display.

THE

A fine selection of real ales

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and 2pm

30 THE GRASSMARKET · EDINBURGH · 225 6464
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Wax Works

Some of these paintings are
deep, dark and mysterious, others
full of light and colour with comic
X-ray effects, as in "My bedroom
in a gorse bush". This quirky
sense of humour is also seen in "A
Leaf is Dreaming" where a
Her preferred medium is wax, genuine albeit rather dead leaf is
thick translucent layers of deep . stuck on the outside of the glass
midnight blue contrasted with · frame as if peering in on its own

The woodcuts are full of expressive detail, using each mark to
power the movement within the
image. Ivy Mvula's untitled print
of tribal dancers was particularily
successful in it's vibrant energy.
The mere, brooding contemplative works needed to be complemented with looser compositions and some freer use of colour
in order to lighten the tone and let
in some air. The two small colourful prints by Fiona Dicks in mixed
media were not enough to provide
this contrast.

But sometimes, when the going gets tough, and
studying gets you down, you get a hankering after
that good ol' home cookin', and then you've just got
to run to ...
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- - - - - - - - - -· Sea" and Witcacy's "The
TEATR DEDYKACJA
Madman and the Nun" were
staged by the recently formed
Edinburgh College of Art
. Theatre Dedykacja.
3-4 February
The first work , "Out at Sea",
AN EVENING of Polish seemed straightforward, even
plays may not be everyone's simple , with three shipwrecked
cast adrift on a raft withidea of a fun night out and I survivors
out food . There is only one soluadmit to feeling more than a tion: one must be killed so that the
little apprehensive when others can eat him and survive.
entering
the
immense But who?
Appearances can be deceptive,
Sculpture Court in which the
two plays , Mrozek's "Out at they say , and this is certainly the

Student
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case here: the question as to who
will provide the next meal is resolved in a confusion of blurred
reason and twisted ideology, until
the weakest of the trio is all but
convinced to lay down his life to
satisfy his companions' appetite.
With its intricate allusions to the
destructive yet bewitching nature
of Communism, "Out at Sea" was
a bitingly witty piece. Its humour
made all the more effective by the
darker implications arising from
this inherently absurd situation .
After the first play, I expected
something similar from the second. How wrong I was . Surreal,
bizarre, obscure - I don't know
how to describe "The Madman
and the Nun", but I liked it. A
dialogue between an incarcerated
poet and a devout nun is only the
starting point for a remarkable
tour-de-force exploring
lust ,
revenge , insanity and humanity
against a terrifying backdrop of
repression and fear.
This newly-created theatre
company have achieved a stun-·
ning debut that makes one hungry
for more . Using the full expanse
of the palatial Sculpture Court ,
the five actors gave explosive performances and to single out one
would be a cruel injustice to the
others. Lighting , set and production all contributed towards a
memorable production. Experimental , unique , visually superb.
Neil Smith

string accompaniment was
thrillingly played and perceptively conducted.
.

sco
Queens Hall
3 February
BRITIEN'S song-cycle Les
Illuminations is not a set of
variations, but consists of
fragments linked by a recurring refrain. The work ranges
over a wide spectrum of emotions, from the bizarre to the
. ecstatic, to match the
extraordinary and often
incomprehensible imagery of
Rimbaud's texts.
Carole Farley ; a famous Lulu in Berg's
opera , keenly characterised
the songs with her idiosyncratic dramatic style. Lyrical
luminosity was occasionally
lost as her French diction was
unclear, but her passionate
interpretation conveyed the
essentially erotic nature of
the texts. She was at her best
in the coloratura complexities of "Marine", combining operatic intensity with
drama. It was a distinguished
performance of a work that
can be approached from a
plurality of perspectives. The

The SCO included three wo rks
by Prokofiev in t)leir programme ,
but did not succeed in expressing
Prokofiev's distinctive individ ual
identity . The Classical Sympho ny
is a brilliant , but superficial wo rk
and does not expose the composer's complex self- contradictory nature . However , Jose

The work ranges over a
wide range of emotions,
from the bizarre to the
ecstatic.
Serebrier's sensitive interpre tation brought impJessive detail ,
range and body to this perenn ially
fresh ·score . The phrasing articulation and colour was expe rt, ensuring that the wo rk flowed naturally
and spoke effectively.
A Summe r D ay was o nly
remarkable for its brevity and its
inclusion seemed unj ustifiable.
Carole Farley brought powerful
lyricism to The Ugly Duckling,
but the wo rk lacked spontaneity
and did no t sh ow the audience
Prokofiev's pe rsonality. Dvorak's
Czech Suite com pleted the programme and Serebrier conducted a
perfo rmance of vivid immediacy.
Alan Campbell

•

US lOll
throw in crazy camera angles at the actual moment of rape we
whenever unnecessary (possibly are shown Michael J. Fox " sufferused here to make Michael 1. Fox ing" out in the rain as a result of
look taller) and it all becomes pro- his heroic stand. All the way
foundly off-putting.
through the film it's him we're
The troubles with Casualties of supposed to feel sorry for and the
DESPITE enjoying a high
War comes, however , from its result is much like a film that says
reputation amongst film cri- script by David Rabe , and its " isn't life awful for white liberals
tics, Brian de Palma's track appalling references to other, bet- in South Africa?". Yes it is , but
record has not been too ter Vietnam movies . There is the it's a picnic compared to being
motif
from black. Because the Fox character
impressive of late, a good helicopter/fan
film like The Untouchables Apocalypse N0w , some dialogue Eriksson is established as being
being the exception rather straight from Full Metal Jacket, such a good guy early on , there is
than the rule. With this in Dale Dye from Platoon and some nothing surprising in his later
ill-fitting
why-are-we-here stance and hence nothing in the
mind, it has to be said that his speeches from Hamburger Hill , as way of character development.
current contribution to the well as some lengthy doses of There is also a subtly stated racism
Vietnam movie genre ranks a incomprehensible GI-speak in in that only the squeaky-clean
few points below "necessary" . order to make it " salty". The Vie- WASP doesn ' t go around raping
tnamese woman' s kidnap and women , whereas the Mexican-,
on the "is it worth it" scale.
rape take so long to occur that it is Italian- and Irish-Americans all
The film, based on a true incihard to feel sorry for anyone, and do.
dent , tell the story of an American
soldier in Vietnam, played by
Michael J. Fox who is the only
member of his squad not to take
part in the kidnap and rape of a
Vietnamese woman. Given such a
story , the film claims to be the first
to show the suffering inflicted on
the Vietnamese by the invading
American forces, but in reali~y it
rather concentrates on the somewhat less harrowing suffering of
the guilt-ridden Fox as he sends
his brothers-in-arms off to lengthy
jail sentences.
Although most of the film's
problems stem from its script and
casting, de Palma's direction does
it no real favours either. His
biggest fault over the years has
been to extend moments of suspense way past the point where it
generates tension and excitement
in the audience in into the area
known as tedium. He is presented
several such opportunities during ;
the course of this film, and never ·
once fails to have one of his
characteFs take a good minute to
cover a distance that you or I
Sean Penn, John C. Reilly and Michael J. F~x in Casualties of
could Stroll along in under ten secWar
onds. Add to this his tendency to

CASUALTIES OF WAR
Dir. Brian de Palma
Odeon

There is, somewhere in here ,
the makings of a good film about
Vietnam , but neither de Palma
nor Rabe seem interested in getting it out. Despite Eriksson's
bold stance to defend the woman ,
he shows no signs of questioning
the American presence in her
country , and is perfectly happy to
shoot in truest Rambo style all of
her compatriots who object to his
being there . The film . is also
spoiled by some silly plot devices
and some careless writing . The
squad leader, Meserve , played
with inarticulate pugilism by Sean
Penn , is only supposed to be
twenty , but we the audience only
learn this at the end of the film ,
having assumed that Penn is supposed to be the 25 plus that he
looks. This casts <\whole new col-

our on his actions, and would have
opene d up the film to a discussion
of the rights and wrongs of giving
so much power to such a young
man h ad we be informed of this
nearer the start . To man y characters a re introduced merely to
serve a one-dime nsional purpose,
such as Cherry and Meserve's best
friend Brown , both of who m
appear only to be killed in rather
predictably short times . Likewise
the climax of the film where the
squad e xcha nge a n enormous volume o f fire with the ene my whilst
hopelessly· exposed on a bridge
and ye t eme rge unscathed tha nks
to the sort of good fortun e normally associated with Mr. Stallone's little epics. Despite this
film 's sympathies for the Vietnamese only the victim O ahn is
shown as anything other tha n a
war-movie standard "gook" a nd
even as she <;lies the camera
rema ins trained on Fox. T he
flashback structure make it seem
as if Eriksson dreamt the who le
thing and the ending is trul y
ridiculous. D e Palma and his
cinematographer Stephen Burum
pull of the remarkable achievement of making Thailand look less
like Vietnam than the East End of
London used by Stanley Kubrick
in Full Metal Jacket. It is hard to
take Fox seriously in his role and
Penn's inarticulacy is wearisome,
having seen him do it in so many
other films .
The motivation behind the
making of this film seems to have
had more to do with jumping on a
bandwagon than with putting the
historical record straight , and
given the highly artificial feel of
the whole thing it has to rank
down with Missing In Action II on
the scale of worthwhile Vietnam
movies.
Toby Scott

................ - ... --- ........ - ..... - .............. "' .... - ......... - ..... ·- . . .. . . -.-.-.
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Branded
A DRY WHITE SEASON

Dir: Euzhan Palcy
Cameo
IT IS an irony of the antiapartheid film that its most
striking dramatic device is
often also responsible for its
most serious flaws. The absolute division between good
and bad; between black and
white; ensures that the audience can never be confronted
by any sense of dilemma, and
thus that the films (besides
"A World Apart") can be,
though emotive, also short
on sophistication.
While the simple embtional fist
served Richard Attenborough
well, it was not likely to carry the
same force again, and sure
enough , "A Dry White Season'"s
main failing is to break absolutely
no new ground: it powerfully narrates a harrowing tale of horrific
racial injustice and also shares
with "Cry Freedom" the awakening of a white conscience and his
crusade against the system. The
heroism is not in doubt. but a
~ore even-~~nded analysi~ would

Zakes Mokae and Donald Sutherland In A Dry White Season
have avoided the·· undesirable
au~as of moral imposition and

deJa-vu.
It would be possible to engineer
· ~he neccessary conflict of loyalties
tf some attempt were made to
understand the foulest of the
whites' behaviour (if not to justify

.d
T
VI eo 0 p
T wenty

· DRUGSTORECOWBOY
Dir: Gus Van Sant
THIS FILM is about
drugs; a hugely controversial
issue at the best of times, especially in America where it
plays a huge part in politics
1. The Accused
and everyday life. Here, we
2. Dead Ringers
are · not given a beginners
3.lfhe Big Blue
guide to narcotics; the trap of
4. The Accident Tourist
5. The Last Temptation of Christ cataloguing the most effective
drugs and how to take them is
6. Twins
·
avoided.
7. Bagdad Cafe

8. Cocktail
9. The Year My Voice Broke
10. Scandal
11. Pascali's Island
12.-Baron Munchausan
13. A Fish Called Wanda
14. Jean De Fl.orette
15. The Tall Guy
16. Unbearable Lightness Of
Being
17. The Fruit Machine
18. For Queen And Country
19. The Dead Can't Lie
20. Slipstream
Supplied by Fast Forward Videc

In the first few minutes it seems
to be following this line of thought,
but it is merely revealing the futile
hierarchies and street laws found
in a drug culture. This point is
illustrated by Bob's (Matt Dillon),
belief in 'hexs', superstitions
which he allows to guide and rule
his fate. Soon, however, the pace
and plot carry you away from this
initial pill-popping session into the
realms of action and drama.
We are carried through the roller-coaster exploits of a gang from
the early '70's drug scene. At times
it is like a corrupted version of
"Botch Cassidy ... " with the outlaws-on-the-run plot, and the
'Cowboy' of the title. We see a

it). This is not the case here: the
policemen are uniform in their
ugliness and their inhumanity ,
and thus are no more than ciphers
of pure evjl, rather than people.
No film has yet undertaken the
risk of trying to rationalise the
grotesque humanity of the torturgroup of junkies ·iiving on the edge.
• of their wits; raiding drugstores,
evading the police, all in endless
pursuit of their next fix.
Gus Van Sant m·akes use of
experimental techniques: the
dreamy, tripping sequences are
colourful and abstract, with
dialogue describing every physical
sensation involved in shooting nar.cotics. These scenes are relatively
successful in indicating the different levels to which drugs transport you, yet manage to remain
firmly grounded in the cold reality
of when the buzz wears off.
The acting was good, especially
Dillon, who sheds his usual attraction (as a teenage fantasy) for a
convincing guise of sleaze appeal.
He manages to show the various
tensions in Bob's character, seeming evil, yet kind. One moment he
is laughing at the shooting of a
policeman, the next, being caring_
and paternal towards his friends.
All the other characters are sad,
funny and real, yet what really
makes the film is the pace and tension. The dubious question which
hangs over "Drugstore Cowboy" is
whether it will glamorize drugtaking for a young audience. It
attempts not to in a tragi-comic
way, but the line is thin.

ODEON
CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

RICK MORAN is in WALT DISNEY'S

O A film about life , love and the
gentle art of raising children.
STEVE MARTIN

1.15, 3.45, 6.15, 8.45.

PARENTHOOD (15)

Can the relationship last?

It could happen to you.
Sep perf 1.55, 4.55, 7.55.

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY (15)
2.00, 4.15, 6.30, 9.00.

GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG)
CASUALTIES OF WAR (18) .
Daily at 8.45. Friday and Saturday only at 8.45 and 11 pm. ·

Kylie
Minogue

LATE SHOWS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
9'k WEEKS (18) 11.15 pm

BOOK IN ADVANCE. BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 am-7 pm. ACCESSNISA HOTLINE 668 2101.

Up to 30% off RRP with
copy of this ad.
DIAMOND BACK, MBK,
EMMELLE, RIDGEBACK,
DAWES, TOWNSEND
I - .

--

Charlie
Schlatter

THE DELINQUENTS (12)
Sepperf2.15, 5.15 , 8.15.

Saturday and Sunday Only: WALT DISNEY'S

Ken Russell's THE RAINBOW (15) 11.30 pm

WINTER SALE

s~~~on~

E)

1.30, 3.30.

87 SLATEFORD ROAD
031337 2351

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephohe: 667 3010

1.00, 3.20, 5.55, 8.30.

OLIVER AND COMPANY (U)

Freewheelin'

BAR

Sep perf 1.55 , 4.55 , 7 .55.

TURNER AND HOOCH (PG)

1.15 (exc. Sat/Sun), 3.30 (exc. Sat/Sun), 6.00, 8.35

Andrew Mitchell

Matt Dillon and Kelly Lynch In Drugstore Cowboy

BLACK RAIN (18)

TOM HANKS

LOCKUP (18)

In any case, he has since disowned the film, piqued, for a
change, by his treatment at the
hands of the studio, having
donated his hard-earned $14 million to various anti-apartheid
groups. Even now, Brando feels
unrespected. In spite of this, the
film is being marketed largely
around his presence, which,
sadly, reflects its dearth of
novelty. Its most distinctive attribute is the unequivocal advocation of taking eyes for eyes, and
liberating through violence. It is
to. b~ hoped that recent developments may begin to make this
attitude obsolete and render antiapartheid films of interest only as
historical monuments.

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
A co"p on the edge.
A conspiracy on the rise.
A killer on the loose.

1.05, 3.35, 6.05.
·sEAN PENN

MICHAELJ. l-UX

STALLONE

Brando on screen for nearly a
decade. He turns in a performance as inflated as his waist, his
20 minute cameo completely
unbalancing the rest of the film ,
but is difficult to tell whether the
loftiness he exudes is merely a
facet of his role (a lawyer), or indicative of the contempt he professes to feel for the business of acting.

JUNCTION

HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS (PG)

.

ers.
What we do get is a very distinguished cast: Donald Sutherland,
Susan Sarandon, Janet Suzman
and Michael Gambon all do their
bit for a good cause, but the whole
enterprise is entirely overshadowed by the first sight of

Sunday IIth Feb: STAR TREK SAGA
from 12 noon (open I I .45 am).
Admission: Adults £5, Children £3.
ALLPGCERT.

NO SMOKING-All PROGS SUBJECT TO tAH CHANGE

17

The function Bar~
Jrs the Best By Far!

Ro.d

II

•

/ / ) GAAAc-£
,f~

FREEWHEELIN

I

Same day,
or next day repairs.

1
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FILM
FILMHOUSE
LOTHIAN ROAD

I. WITHNAIL AND I
Mon 2.15; Tues 2.15 pm

2. BLACK RAIN
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

2. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
2 pni;-4.15-pm, 6.30 pm , 9 pm ~

Matinee concessions £/.00. Early evening
concessions £2. 00. Mairi evening £2.80.
No concessions on Saturdays.

3. THE DELINQUENTS
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

3. GHOSTBUSTERS 11
1.05 pm, 3.35 pm, 6.05 pm
CASUALTIES OF WAR
8.45pm

2282688

I. BLUE VEL VET
Terrifing and disconcerting detection.
Thurs 8th 2.30 pm, 6 pm;
Friday 9th, 2.30 pm
2. BREATHLESS
Richard Gere attempts to escape to
Mexico with his girlfriend.
Thur 3 pm, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

1. SUR (SOUTH)
Argentine, a young political prisoner and
his walk home.
Thur 8.15 pm; Frid 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm;
Sun 8.15 pm; Mon 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm.
2. Mon 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm; Tues 5.45 pm,
8.15 pm; Wed 2.30 pm, 5.45 pm , 8.15 pm.

CAMEO
• · 38 HOME STREET

2284141

DRY WHITE SEASON
Donald Sutherland and Marlon Brando
in South African drama.
PLANES, TRAINS AND
AUTOMOBILES
THE NAKED GUN
Friday 11.15 pm
ROBOCOP
THE NAKED GUN
Saturday 11.15 pm
Prices vary between £1.20 and £2.70
according to performance. Student
concessions £2.00 on double bills.

2. ORPHEEIBLOOD OF A POET
Fri and Sat Double Bill, 3 pm.
THE COOK, THE THIEF, HIS WIFE
AND HER LOVER
I. Sun 3 pm; Wed 2.30 pm, 4.15 pm , 6.30
pm. 8.45 pm; Mon4.15 pm, 6.30pm, 8.45
pm; Tues 4.15 pm, 6.30 pm, 8.45 pm
2. Sun 6.30 pm, 8.45 pm

.

>~~:

229 3030

1. 9112 WEEKS
11.15 pm, Frid and Sat

2. SIDRLEY VALENTINE
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

2.RAINBOW
3. DEAD POETS SOCIETY
11.30 pm, Frid and Sat
2pm , 5pm,8pm
£1.75 student concessions all performances
3. CASUALTIES OF WAR
except Cinema 3 at 8 pm.
11 pm , Frid and Sat

£1. 75 student concessions until 6 pm.
Normal price £2.60.

1 CLERK STREET

6677~31

1. HONEY I SHRUNK THE KIDS

I. PARENTHOOD
Still running.
1.55 pm, 4.55 pm, 7.55 pm

Little kids get lost in a garden .
1.15 pm, 3.45 pm , 6.15 pm , 8.45 pm

.

·MUSIC·

SATURDAY

MONDAY

FRIDAY

WILKIE HOUSE

THE REFUGEES
Fronted by Fjaere Nilssen. SwedishAmerican country and blues.
Free; 9.45 pm

UFO
Heavy Acid club , lots of lights , lots of
dry ice. 12-4 am.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
FIN! TRIBE
· Edinburgh band with own brand of
dance music, famous for the 'Fuck off
Macdonald's' posters.
NEGOCIANTS 225 6313

BEDROCK DISCO
Will Pebbles and Barn Barn be there?

SA V ANA LA MAR
Spanish pop group.
Free; 9.45 pm

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

THRASH DISl:O
Not much you can say really.

TUESDAY

SEEING THE BLUES
Free; 9.45 pm

THE NETWORK 225 4583

FRIDA

MONDAY

WEDNESDAy

LORDS OF THE FLAT BUSH
Good name!
9.45 pm; Free

BIRDLAND
Blonde bombshells, who 've got themselves into the charts.

THE MACC LADS
A St Valentine's Day massacre. Happy
Birthday Rezzie!

TUESDAY
ROOTSIES
Blues.
WEDNESDAY
CHARLIE McNAIR 'S JAZZ BAN D
Charlie, his trumpet and chums.
PLEASANCE

SATURDAY
JC FLINT BAND
Free; 9.45 pm

THE VENUE 557 3073

SUNDAY
LIQUIDATORS
Free; 9.45 pm

THEATRE
.

TRAVERSE THEATRE

2262633

TALLY'S BLOOD
An ne Marie Di Maybro's new play
centres around a Scottish Italian family in
the 1930s and later in,the 1950s.
Untill1 Feb
7.30pm

£5.00/£3.00

PRESERVATION HALL 226 3816

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

THURSDAY

MARTIN DOWD & HIS N EW BAND
EU Folk Club

JA YNE COUNTY
I don 't know about this lot, but 1 think
they used to be called Wayne County,
and t could JUSt be one person , I'm confused!

MEMPHIS DUCKS
I'm sure the name says it all.

£5.00/£3.00

~

THURSDAY
FREEDOM
The music's improving week by week,
and appealing to all tastes - a club to be
checked out.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm-3am
£2

SHAG
The Mission, Victoria Street, & Shady
Ladl's, Cowgate
llpm · 3am
£2/£1.50 (take matric cards)

FRIDAY
TOUR DE FORCE

BEDLAM

BRUNTON THEATRE

ADAM HOUSE

MUSSELBURGH
665 2240
------------------~~~

CHAMBERS STREET

WHEN SMOKING IS BAD FOR YOU/
THE ERPINGHAM CAMP
The first is a monoogue by Chekhov
featuring a henpecked husband
addressing his wife's school for girls. The
second is a holiday camp farce by Joe
Orton.
Until Sat 24 Feb
7.30pm
£4.25 (£3)

EL CONCIERTO DE SAN OVIDIO
By Antonio Buero Vallejo. A group of
blind musicians in pre-revolutionary Iran
are exploited by a ruthless entrepreneur,
who attempts to transform them into a
grotesque freak show- until one of the
musicians rebels. Performance in
Spanish.
14, 15, 16 Feb
7 .30pm
£2 (at door, or in advance /rom the Dept
of Hispanic Studies)

PLAYHOUSE

LOVE STORY OF THE CENTURY
Monstrous Regiment presents te British
premiere of Marta Tikonen's play.
Adapted by Clare V enables from the
Finnish and it centres around one
woman's relationship with her alcoholic
husband.
Tues 13-Sun 18 Feb
7.30pm

CLUBS

SUNDAY
GREAT JUNCTION ST BAND
Jazz , I think .

LARRY JOHNSTON
American country and blues guitarist.

REGGIE DISCO
As you can see there aren ' t many bands
on this week.

GRASSMARKET

TOTO AND THE JAZZ BOSTONS
3-5 pm
RIVALS
Evening

MONDAY

ARRIVAI,..S
Free ; 9.45 pm

THURSDAY

4. TURNER AND HOOCH
3.20 pm , 5.65 pm, 8.30 pm

5. LOCKUP
Sylvester Stallone in mediocre from but
not helped by this typical 'prison movie'
DOMINION
plot.
NEWBATTLE TER
4472660 1.15 pm, 3.30 pm, 5.55 pm , 8.30 pm
Sat only 5.55 pm and 8.30 pm
OLIVER AND COMPANY
1. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
Sat 1.30 pm , 3.30 pm
2.10 pm, 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm

ODEON

CANNON
LOTHIAN ROAD

STAR TREK SAGA
All five films.
Sunday 11th 12 noon untill0.30 pm (£5).
£31£2.30,£1.06 student discount on
Mondays.

~

GREENSIDE PL

557 2590

KING'S THEATRE
BATH ST, GLASGOW

CATS
Just when you thought you'd heard the
last of this, they go and extend the run for
three weeks.
Unti124 Feb
7.30 pm (Wed & at Mat 2.30 pm)
£6.50-£12.50

FRIDAY
BARRIO NEGRO
The promised mix of Latin, jazz and soul
is proving increasingly popular - am I not
the only person bored with House?
Network 2, Tollcross
10.30pm-4am
£2

SPANISH HARLEM
Keeps pumping out those tracks(uits).
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm-3am
·
£3

225 3744

041-227 5511

MISTERO BUFFO
Robbie Coltrane in this version of Dario
Fo's tales of medieval counter-culture.
13-17 Feb
Ring for details.

SATURDAY
DEVIL MOUNTAIN
On eve'?' week this month, Julian & eo
are playmg music till what could rightly
be called the very late hours ...
Fruitmarket Galleries
llpm-5am
£3

MAMBO CLUB

Becoming steadily busie~, this club
provides an African beat to the weekend.
Network 3, Tollcross
10.30pm-3am
£2.50/£2

2 FORREST ROAD

225 9873

DIRTY LINEN
EUTC Lunchtime performance.
WeekS
1.30pm
£11£/.50
LUCIFER'S BELL
EUTC Lunchtime performance.
Week6
1.30pm
£11£/.50
SPANISH FLY
New play by EUTC member Chris
Hobon about a failed cubist painter who
makes a visit to his idol, Pablo Picasso's
home in Rome.
Untii!O Feb
7.30 pm
£21£2.501£3

WEDNESDAY
SAFER SEX & BREATHLESS
I'm sure we could think up lots of witty
comments for this one, but just make
sure you're there to enjoy yourseU.
8pm-lam
Potterrow Union

THE DEEP
Why not have an early start to the
weekend?
The Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm-3am
£2 •

--,- - , .)-·- - - - stqdent·
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EVENTS
"Green Issues in South Mrica"
Docimentary w\th discussion to follow
7 -9pm, Chaplaincy Centre

"Recent Political Developments in the
European Community"
With Dr Lane of the Europa Institute.
l.lOpm, 6th floor common room JCMB.

EXHIBITIONS
poRTRAIT GALLERY
QUEENST

5568921

JOHN SWANNELL
·Portraits by this fashion photographer
including ones of Andy Warhol, Bop
Geldof, Grace Jones and Billy Con~olly.
18 Jan-2 April
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

NETHERBOW
43HIGHST

RAINFOREST ACTION NIG T
The culmination of events in Green
Awareness Week: talks, videos, mus c
for all
8pm, Pleasance.

FRENCH SOC LUNCH
All welcome for brie, baguettes, and
beaucoup de vin.
lpm, French Dept Basement, 60 George
Square

GREEN BANANA CLUB

KING'S BUILDING
LUNCHTIME TALK

5569579

I

Happy Hour 8.30-9.30pm
Union open till 2am
A variety of entertainment, from the disco
upstairs, to the disco downstairs, with
MTV somewhere in betwr n.

H~nick Bunney on the organ, from St
Giles Cathedral, playing Liszt.
l.lOpm, Reid Hall

THURSDAY
EU ANTI-APARTHEID
SOCIETY and EU GREEN
SOCIETY

\

TEVIOT ROW UNION

FRIDAY
LUNCHTIME CONCERT

Two pieces by General John Reid (among
others) - March for the 42nd Regiment,
and Sonata No.3 in C.
l.lOpm, Reid Concert Hall ·

TALBOT RICE ART GALLERY
OLD COUEGE, UNIV OF EDIN.
6671011
JOHN LAING COLLECTION
ART COMPETITION
The top 80 works in this open competition
are hung for a week.
10-17 Feb
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm
THREE SCOTTISH ARTISTS
Works by Mooney , Thomson and
Fergusson.
Until3 Feb ·
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm

43 CANDLEMAKER ROW

2201911

GRACE ROBERTSON:
PHOTOJOURNALIST OF THE '50s
Exhibition of photographs taken by
Grace Robertson who was a regular
contributor to 'Picture Post' in the fifties.
Untill7 Feb
Tue-Sat noon-5 .30 pm

.
I
NATIONAL LIBRARY
OF SCOTLAND
GEORGE IV BRIDGE

2264531

STILLS GALLERY

OPEN EYE GALLERY

369GALLERY

PORTA PATET COR MAGIS
Sylvia V on Hartmann's wax drawings.
Untill5 Feb
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm ;
Sat 10 am-4 pm

REVIEW
Well, this certainly is the time of
the year for good causes. We're just at
the end of Green Awareness Week,
though it's not too late to participate in
Social Justice Day today, by going to this
evenings Anti-Apartheid meeting. (see
Events for details) There are still
information desks around the unions, and
tomorrow night sees a worthwhile cause
being considered at the Pleasance, in
Rainforest Action Night (8pm onwards).
Next Monday sees the start of
Aids Awareness Week, organised by
EUSA, with lots of events and videos
round the unions - watch out especially

GIG GUIDE
NE;VER in the field of musical coniii':i

223COWGATE

LOTHIAN ROAD

DRAWINGS BY ALANWATSON
Includes portraits of life aboard a whaling
vessel.
3-24 Feb
Moo-Sat 10.30 am-5.30 pm
for the Safe Sex Roadshow, run by
Scottish Aids Monitor, and appearing
throughout Tuesday in the Mandela
Centre. Plus of course the obligatory free
condoms ... who said EUSA never did
anything for them? 1
And if all this isn't enbugh for your
social consciences (yes, that's the bit
that rumbles even after a Teviot pizza)
then look out for the Fourth Edinburgh
Peace Festival, running from the 14th to
the 24th February. Loads of things to do,
from Tea-Dances to Fun Runs, with a lot
of music as well, and most of it's free.
There's an initial discussion in the City
Chambers on Friday (7.30pm), at the
Political Parties Question Time, on the
theme of "Think Globally, Act Locally".
Pick up a programme and do your bit.

TV GUIDE

SECRETS OF THE EARTH
A photographic record of Alistair Logan's
walks through Botanic Gardens and
Nature Reserves.
15 Jan-14 Feb
Moo-Sat noon-11 pm; Sun 6.30-11 pm

Music-wise, if you can still get
tickets for Tommy Smith, at the Queen's
hall on Friday, you can 't do much better
for a night's entertainment. Try splashing
out on a centre seat (those posh tables
with the ~dles) to avoid the usual
'numb bum' on the pews.
Finally, I'd like to have a word
with all those people who didn't read the
review last week, and obviously aren't
aware of how spleniforous SHAG is
these days. As Graham Hall himself was
seen at Freedom, I'm not sure what to
say ... checking out the opposition or just
having a g<_><>d time?

Interdenominational Service of Holy
Corrununion.
l.lOpm, Chaplaincy Centre

JAZZ & BLUES NIGHT
Live Band, and Happy Hour from 8-9pm
The Pleasance Bar
·

SAFER SEX & BREATHLESS

The fun continues in Aids Awareness
Week - giving you the chance to dance
Lots of strange goings on outside
Potterrow today - the S.A.M. people will , your wonies away.
Evening, Potterrow.
be livening up your lunch-hour.
llam-4pm, Mandela Centre.

ST VALENTINES CONCERT

EU FOLK CLUB
Set from ,Martin Dowd and !lis new band.
9pm, Pleasance

Tommy Sands, Fourth Estate Sileak
and others, are here to start off the '
Fourth Edinburgh Peace Festival.
8-llpm, Queen's Hall
£4/5

OUEEN'SHAU

34 HAMILTON PL

2257942

LOOK BACK IN TW
Stills and colour material from three
recent TW productions: 'The Ice
Dragon', 'It's No Secret' and 'Kiss of the
Spiderwoman'. Photographs by Jon
Stark.
Untill7 March
Mon-Sat 9.30 am-5.30 pm

5574050

4DUNDASST

SCOTTISH WATERCOLOURS AND
OILS
Exhibition of works from the gallery's
stock.
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm;
Sat 10 am-I pm

LA BELLE ANGELE
:..:H:::A::S:.:TI.::E:.'::S.:C::L::O::S::E:__ _ _..:22==.5::.2.:..77::...:.4

2282688

f

2255425

Sky Satellite dishes are _provtng
· agonizingly resilient to these gale-force
breezes we're enjoying at the moment.
;Cold pellets of rain in the face , lecture
so few bands played in a week in Edin- .. notes thrown across the Meadows . .. it
burgh and prompted so much apathy would all be bearable if we knew a milland such a short gig guide. Local agit- ion dishes were lying , broken beneath
f
dance monsters The Fl.nt· Trt'be rock
their once proud points of fixture. In · act
against McDonalds at The Network on
I've 00 doubt it would be bearable for
Wednesday, The Mace Lads are at The Mr Murdoch if he knew there were as
Venue AGAIN , also on Wednesday , many as a million of them ; only 600,o0o
making a further cheery attempt to people have so far subscribed to have
incite Anglo-Scottish racial hatred, their walls and their integrities disfiJayne County (formerly Wayne County gured. Rupert is losing £2 to £3 million a
before the sex-change) play The Venue week , confirmi ng rumours that his
on Thursday, and the following Monday rivalry with eo-patriot Alan Bond has
riotous peroxide mop-tops Birdland hit assumed perverted determination.
· The Network, so everyone there should
Much safer to stay in and watch those
be back home tucked up safely in bed by beige-boy wonders fight it out on the
about half past nine. .
BBC's coverage of the Benson and
Hedges from Wembley Arena. Yes, not
on ly can they fill that_ none-too-small
Stephen Barnaby
London venue , but milhons of others stt
and watch Britain's most uninspiring
(Conflict! What a band! Hooray! They
Were rubbl.sh and we loved them!) have

TUESDAY
I
SAFER SEX ROADSHbw

BOURNE FINE ART GALLERY

THE WINTER'S TALE
The Canopy Theatre company, on tour
after a run in London , present
Shakespeare's play.
Wed 7-Sat 24 Feb
7.30 pm
£3.50/£2.50
5571020

APOC~~1i_YPSE

This clu is pulling in more punters than
Chambe St has ever seen before - get
do~ the~ and see for yourself.
Evemng, Chambers St Union

THEATRE WORKSHOP

PORTFOUO GALLERY
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WEDNESDAY
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE

SATUR~Y

REID MEMORIAL CONCERT

Indie and allemative in our favourite
nightspot.
Evening, Pouerrow.
SOp with matric card

RONALD STEVENSON
Exhibition that charts the life and times of
...;1.:.05.:..:..H:.:..IG::.H:..:...::S;..:TR.;.:=E::.ET.:__ _ __:5::5:.:7_1:.:1:.::40:: one of Scotland's best known
contemporary composers.
Until28Feb
OTHER THAN ITSELF
Four photographers explore the ability of Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5 pm; Sat 9.30 am- I
pm; Sun 2 pm-5 pm
the camera to relate a story.
13 Jan-1 0 Feb
Tues-Sat 11 am-5.30 pm
RLMHOUSE

75 CUMBERLAND ST

thursday, february 8, 1990

\

\
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SHOT UP NORTH
A collection of photographs taken by
members of the Association of
Photographers who are based north of
London.
Until25 Feb
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm ; Sat 11 am-4 pm

CLERKST

6682019

BODY AND SOUL
Black and white prints of jaz stars by
MarcMamie.
5 Feb-4 March
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm

RNE ART SOCIETY
2206370

137 GEORGE STREET

CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
A repeat showing of artists who have
exhibited with the Society in recent years.
Untill7 Feb
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5.30 pm;
Sat lOam-1 pm

McLELLAN GALLERIES
SAUCHIEHALL ST, GLAS.

228 5511

g:~!~~~!tAc~~~~~e~s~!
exhibitions of contemporary art . Forty
British artists on display.
Until 11 March
Phone for opening times.

; {.J; ;ttV==~; if 1 - VIDEO
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FILM

HIRE

IDEO BOXES NOW AVAILABLE
FOR NIGHTLY HIRE

MoyaWilkie

athletes locked in soporific combat. It's
not a question of watching it because
there's nothing else on; for many, a
Jimmy White/John Virgo showdown is
the essence of any chosen soiree. Not
unironic that it is followed on Monday
evenings by 'The Advice Shop', 11.30
BBC I.
Before you start thinking that deregulation has already hit us, Channel 4 is
starting an excellent series on women in
cinema, 'Women Call the Shots' . With
the 'Soviet Spring' still going strong,
Channel 4 really is head and shoulders
above the rest. Even its game shows are
obviously superior: 'Crystal Maze' starts
this week , created by the men and
women who brought us 'The Rocky
Horror Show' and 'Treasure Hunt'. By
all accounts it is a painless and at
moments enjoyable break in. between
documentaries on Muscovite mental
institutes. Alternatively, frotn J. 10 to
1.20 on Wednesday morning the same
channel is screening 'Kama Sutra Rides
Again ' - the unedited cartoon version.

Thomas Hiney

NOW A V AILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

.
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The thought ofgenetic engineering can cause some people to
dream up images of evil geniuses in dimly-lit basement labs
manufacturing armies of mutant super-beings to take over
the world. Chia-Meng Teoh braved his worst fears to find
out more -about some of the medical applications of genetic
manipulation.

The photograph shows from left to right: (a) a normal mouse,
(b) a chimera mouse, (c) a mouse with induced genetic defect.

N EVERY biological
department in the University, somebody is
tucked away in some obscure
corner, engaged m some
research in something they
can't even see. One such
group are involved in genetic
engineering, who are now
beginning to master the art of
gene manipulation, · transforming the science of biology beyond all recognition.
One of these people is Dr.
Martin Hooper, an eminent
molecular biologist m the
department of Pathology.

I

Surprisingly enough, molecular
genetics is a fairly new field. Man
has long known that a means by
which information required for
life is stored and transmitted from
generation to generation must
necessarily
exist
in
every
organism, but nobody knew how.
In the nineteenth century, however, a Bohemian monk, Gregor
Mendel discovered that ·information i~ packaged in .chromosomes
and is preserved in the nucleus of
every cell in discrete units called
genes. A century later, genes
were discoyered to be composed
of
certain
acids
called
deoxyribonucleic acids which
were given the name DNA.

Mr. Brian Hill:
a correction.
On the science page of the
first issue of the spring term,
Mr. Brian Hill of the Edinburgh Centre for Accelerated
Learning was incorrectly referred to as Dr. Hill. We apologise
for any inconvenience that this
error may have caused him.

In 1953 Watson and Crick of
Cambridge university, through a
mixture of luck and hard work
managed to work out the structure of DNA which consisted of a
double helix with each helix being
composed of a series of four different chemical bases.
Genetic engineering is based on
this understanding of DNA. It
quickly became dear that it would
be possible to add foreign DNA to
a cell and manufacture a protein

The production of5mg
of somatostatin used
to need 500,000
sheeps~ brains. The
same a1nount can now
be pr,oduced in a week
by _a litre of bacteria.

regulates growth) to name but a
few have been incorporated into
bacteria. These then act as factories to churn out large amounts
of the protein which was previously very difficult to extract from
mammalial sources. For example
the production of 5mg of somatostatin used to need 500 000 sheeps
brains. The same amount can now
be produced in a week by 9 litres
of bacteria. Being able to produce
so much of these drugs has
allowed many new procedures to
be developed to cure many diseases ranging from dwarfism to
cancer. There are, however limits
to what can be achieved using bacteria . The DNA sequence for
many human proteins is far too
large to fit into bacterial plasmids,
and there are some cases where it
is necessary to insert human DNA
into a mammalian rather than a
bacterial cell.

e introd~ction of human
DNA
into mouse cells is a
characteristic of a different
main source of research
species. Most research was ini- and several papers have been pubtially directed towards transferring human DNA into bacteria. lished on the subject. Dr. Hooper
This involves the transfer of used genetic engineering to introhuman DNA into a bacterial duce specific genetic disorders
plasma (a loop of DNA) using cer- analogous to human genetic distain enzymes known as Restric- · eases in mice. These animals can
tion enzymes (R.E.) and injecting then act as models of human genethe modified plasmiol back into tic disorders and permit studies
th~ bacteria. Dr. Hooper exp- which for ethical reasons cannot
_
be carried out on human patients.
lains: .
"What we have been trying to
"The important feature ofR.E. do is to develop systematic ways
· is th.at it cuts a specific DNA sequ- ,of making animal models · of
ence ~nd leaves a single strand human genetic diseases which
1
·
·
which can recogni·se the corres- ·
mvo ve trymg to mtroduce preponding strand from another cut planned changes into particular
fragment. If you cut the DNA genes. This has been possible in
from an animal cell and a bacterial the last ten years in the sense that
cell with the same R.E.' then you you can make transgenic mice that
can stick the two pieces of DNA have extra DNA inserted into
together."
their chromosomes, but there are
Using these techniques, human some
problems
with
that
DNA coding for insulin, interfe- technique. One is that DNA
ron (an anti-viral compound) and integrates at a random site. The
somatostatin (a substance which other is that you can only add

DNA rathe_r than replace it. If the is take particular cells from a
genetic disease you are interested patient with a particular genetic
in is a a recessive one, as most disease, genetically modify them
genetic diseases are, the trans- and return them to the patient in
genic approach isn't viable. The the corrected form , leaving the
approach that we're taking uses · rest of the body unaffected."
cultured cells from early mouse
, By leaving the germ-line
embryes and what we do is to untouched, the modified genes
introduce genetic changes into cannot be passed onto the
those cells in culture. Having got patient's future children , but
those cells with the DNA in the many still find the prospect of tincorrect place, we can then put it kering with human genetic mateback into early embryos and the rial terrifying. Are there possibilities for sinister manipulaNot knowing our tech- tions of this technology? "That's a
possibility that we must be aware
nology didn't stop of,
but I think that it must be up to
us to regulate ourselves in such a
Hitlerfromdoingwhat way
that we don't do that. After
he was trying to do. If all, not having our technology
didn't stop Hitler from doing wh~t
someone wanted to he was trying to do. I think that If
somebody really wanted to create
create a race of super a super-race, then there are probably simpler ways of doing it than
beings, there are by
genetic manipulation ; th~se
technologies are not somethmg
probably
easier that just anybody can use. I think
that it's up to us to be aware of the
ways.
potential danger." However,
cells then behave a:s normal genetic engineering probably repembryoniC cells and contribute to resents the extreme of a deeper
the deveioping embryo. What is underlying fear that people have
eventually produced is a chimera with regard to the tremendous
.which is an animal that has some amount of power now in the hands
of it's cells derived from the cul- of molecular biologists. They a~e
because
genetiC
tured cells which were genetically · frightened
modified."
engineering allows biologists to
Such experiments on mamma- change the course of heredity and
lian cells are the first steps towards then try to play God by influencgene therapy which is actually the ing human destiny. Dr; Hooper
replacement of a single defective disagrees:
"Genetic engineering isn't the
gene with a normal one thus curing genetically inherited diseases only technique which allow~ you
to do that. The whole ofmedicme,
such as cystic fibrosis.
is in a sense, playing God and
"For gene therapy we want to influencing human destiny by cur- .
distinguish between germ-line ing diseases which would othe_r(sperm and ·egg) therapy and wise kill people. If you believe 10
somatic gene therapy. Germ line . medicine at all then the use of '
therapy will have all sorts of ethi- genetic enginee;ing is just anoth_er
cal problems"' for humans. In step towards trying to cure diSsomatic gene therapy what you d9 eases."

